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4 After more than half. a century since the Harrison
Act's passage one of the few statements about narcotics on

. which tyre is general agreement is that there is no
treatMeni of hard-core addiction which leads to abstinence
in more than a fraction of attempts.

DAVID MUSTO

'The 4merican Disease: 5

Origin's of Narcotics Control

A
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PREFACE

R

In 1965. the clinical development of methadone, a syn etic opiate, as a dru
fS'r maintenance ushered in a new era of drug treatme t. Prior to 1965 (an

slating
back to 1923) drug treatment in the Unit d States was largely

1,---
institutional and emphasized total abstinence. Addict we t or were sent to
prisons, hospitals, and self-help communal pro-grams ch as Synanon or
Daytop), and were expected to.rentain dru

ti

free when t cy left. Most did not,..
and it was a sad fact of institutional treatment at addicts could not or would
not live up to the goal jectives et for them by these institutions.

After 1965, an opiate (methadone, although designated as medicine, is still an
opiate with strikingly similar effects as other opiates but somehow without \t\he

moral stigm) became available to outpatient clinics for maintenance of addicts.
Th drug was accepted because it was long-acting and:easy to clinical

ening. Thefewas also a theory,.or mare properly a at ale, for t use of

/
/ methadone, that the syn etic opiate, blocked euphoric effects of other

opiates. Methadone given in "igh doses wou -6e-cause, of the high tolerances..,

developed, "block" the effects of the highly diluted street heroin tesend _-

avaifabk,in the United St3tes:_itel Itcricit,Thowever, "block" ndiluted,
1,--- 1.. _

high-qualiteroin. Clinical experiences-in Eng and where both her in (pure) and #

methadone are ,used do not support the methadone theory. O the contrary,
English addicts cotktnue to ge_t_Isigh on heroin while using met adone regularly
(Judson.1973). .

Methadone has been a boon to drug treatment programs. Used in a_regular
'regimen, methadone allows addicts to give up drug-seeddras their life's work, to

#

cut down on someGfAheir more dangerous hustles, and helps them stay ,out of

jail. Many g
------oto work and join the :`productive" bourgeoisie by starting bank

accounts, buying cars, and making house payments.Methadone was,a godsend in
another way: it Itt society b,e,c_ome a little more realistic About the addict. Drug
programs that used_methadone gave up_ the rather noble but grandiose objectivt
(for addicts) of being drug free, and made a primitive bargain with their patients.
If the addict went 'to work, or made an effort to go to work, and stayed out of

c
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THE DRUG ABPSE COUNCIL

trouble with the police, then the clinic would give him an opiate regularly.
Having tried one opiate as a maintenance drug and found that it works pretty

well, one could ask, "Why not try anpther?" Very well, why not heroin? Why
not morphine? Traditionally, the arguments have been, "Well, they are both
illegal, and besides we tried them back in the 1920s and found that they did not
work."

We agree about the first both heroin and morphine are illegal; but so was
methadone until it was developed clinically. In fact, methadone still is illegal
except as it is used under the strict guidelines set dcwn for clinics. The reply to
the second argument about the 1920s clinics is not so easy:On the one hand, the
New York City clinic did not work. There were numerods problemswith large
numbers of patients and few or no controls. (Both of these issues are discussed
at length' in dapter 3.) It was so' badly run that Ernest Bishop, a firm advocate

' of opiate maintenance, wrote in November 1919:

We are in a very bad sate here in New York. Conditions are probably worse than ever. I
am told, and I believg it to be true, that more opiates arc peddled than ever, before. The el.
Board of Health clinic has not been i success.

This, 'however, was only one of the clinics, and many of the others-had far
different experiences. Clinics in se'eral other cities (Los Angeles, California; New
Haven, Connecticut; Jacksonville, Florida; Alexandria and Shreveport,
Louisiana) were run much more effectively and most reports were favorable if
nompraising. Unfdrtunately, the Narcotic Division of the Internal Revenue ,

Service used the New York clinic as a negative model (perhaps to support an
already established belief or policy)/ to justify closing all the clinicseven
those which were run well and supported by their local communities. Most were
closed within the first year or two of operation. The New York clinic was
open'only 11 months.

Following the closings .of the clinics, there was surprisingly little Written
about them, hardly any of which used original source data. Charles Terry and
Mildred, Pellens in their marvelous book The Opiurn Problem (1928) were the
first to discuss them at any length. They described five clinics (Jacksonville,
Florida; Los Angeles, California; New Orleans and Shreveport,. Louisiana; and
New York,City): 0?"' the five, only one, the Shreve'port clinic, was described in
any detail. This was surprising, because Terry himself had been the director of
the Jacksonville clinic. Even their treatment of6Shreveport lacked depth and real
detail, which was particularly surprising since 'there existed considerably more
data about Shreveport than the others. Perhaps the authors were being too
cautious, too careful; to show their "unbiased scholarship.."

Since then, most :4/Titers have been content to rely upon Terry and Pellens or
on the negative propaganda of the Narcotics Bureau (US Treasury Department
1953rwith two excepticins Alfred Lindesmith and David Musto. Lindesmith, in
his book The Addict and The Law (19651e traced the yeirly reports of the

9



MORPHINE MAINTENANCE vii

Federal pureau of Narcotics and Prohibition Units of the Internal Revenue
Service and ame to the conclusion that the clinics were closed when the
Prohibition U took over the Narcotics Bureau and set a new policy as regards
clinics. Mo:re recently, David Musto, in a painstakingly thorough documentation
of the Nard'?tics Bureaus records and files, has come up with a critical presentation
of the NarCotics Bureau's perspective of the clinics and their effort to close
them. Also, in his book The American Disease, Musto presents new data from
original sources that sketch the New Haven, Connecticut, clinic. Like many
others, the New Haven\ clinic,had been dismissed as being another failure. Musto

fourd evidence that it was hardly that

The Police Department clinic operate'd from August 1918 until September 1920.... No
sdandal seems to have been associated with the clinic, doctors, pharmacists, or mode of
operation, and, in fact, it received high commendation from Agents -[of the Narcotic
Division of the Internal Revenue Service] Forrer and Lewis in 1920. Its only fault y in
that it violated theHaftison Act by providing addiction maintenance [Musto 1973: 78].

New Data

Both studies suggest that there were original data and materials that have not
been used. Indeed, this turned out to be the case when Dr. Ester Blanc, a .
medical .historian working for Scientific Analysis Corporation (a non-profit
research :Corporation lotated in San Fr,ancisco), decided to explore the
possibility of doing a large historical study of the methods of treatipi addiction.
One of her first efforts was to interview, Pr. Jacob Geiger, a famouspublic health

officer. Dr. Geiger is an internation4Ifigure in public health ((has received 43
different honors and awards froinpiieign governments, pubyighed more'than 200
articles, taught at the UniverSities of Chicago and California, and was San
Francisco's Public Health Diiie(ctor for 20 years. Geier told Dr. Blanc that Dr.
Willis P. Butler, the Dii4ctor of the Shrevepoi, clinic, was still living in

Shreveport)
Dr. Blanc and Martin Orlick wrote and telephoned Dr. Butler shortly

thereafter, and found out that he possessed medical records.' of patients of the
old clinic and numerous letters and reports which would help describe the clinic
operations He granted us permission to us;e'this material, and two of the authors
went to.Shreve?ort to review the materials and interview Dr. Butler.

Acknowledgments

The origiqiidea for the study came from pr. George Challas of Scientific
Analysts Corporation in San Francisco, Californi, at one of the many stimulated

°f
' He also told Dr. Blant_ that he ran a mqintenance rogram for over 100 medical addicts

in San Franusco during the 1.930s. long)after the Shreveport clinic closed, but that is
another story - )
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and stimulating discussions held there. Dr. Ester Blanc ofthe U versityof
California Medical School (with co- author Martin Orlick of Scienti c Analysis
Corporation) took up the idea after that, and did the/Original detect ve work to
locate Dr. Willis P. Butler, Once found, br. tier was most patient trough all
of our questions, and kind nough to givc us p imission to use his ma y records.

/Mom Clifford of Paco onjFile in New Ybrk di iigently edited the fir t draft and'/
---IetiCe-d-to make it more rea able.

` The Authors wish to acknowledge with sincere appreciation th support of
the Drug Abuse Council Whia provided financial support for the investigation
and publication of this report.
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Dr. Butler is a , very gr cious, charming. white-haired. 85-year-old man

who likes to talk. He was leased to recount the expetiences of the clinic,
and we interviewed ,him r approximately 34 hOurs over four days. All
but ten hours were tape rded. These interviews provided new information
about the history and opdatib of the clinic.

Thelnedical records provided by Dr. Butler consisted of a single4age or cover

sheet that sunimarized the pjtrent. These records were in four different' forms.

The first was a 'narrative report that included the patient's, name, address, sex,

age, marital status, ethriicity, occupation, income, the reasons for initial
addiction, length of addiction, the amount of drugs claimed, and the amount of
drug-s_given. AC-tually, there were only ien examples of this loan because once
the clinic started full steam, a standardized form was developed. This second
f orm incorporated, the original data from the firit form, plus other items such as

the number of times Previously treated, location of that treatment and the.

reason for the failuri, etc. At The bottorn-pf the form was a section for remarks,
which often included pertinent data about the patientsuch things as his pres'ent

condition, advisability. of undergoing detoxification, when detoxification was
undertaken, etc. The standardized form went through two other slight revisions

that added several more items of Each form was also numbered and datedg
This'clata is available for 762 patients, or ,approximately two-thirds (61%) of

the 1,237 Patients that Terry and Pellens said attended the facility during its
,history. Reviewing, these records, it is- difficult to tell .which are missing or

excluded. Numbers for the, records run consecutively and correspond with the

dates appearing-on the sheets. Low numbers appear during the first months, and'
high numbers toward the last months tht clinic was open. The majority of

patients appear during the first two years of the clinic's operation. The
numbering system shows that 460 patientsattended the clinic during the first

year. This corresponds roughly ,with the 489 figure cited by Terry and Pellens;
after that point, the correspondence between the numbering system and their
data breaks down. terry and Pellens say that 542 patients attended the clinic in

IX
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, .,--' ''.... . :4'*,;: l1920; and the numfietirtgsySfem shows qiiiiI _/?.;-fegytalicl Pellens' final total..- z.- -- was 1,237, while the Jost numbered record wast7 :gated January 23, 1923 (a. . ...- --.. rnontkand a half before th"e`clilitc was closed) ,
, ..

-..- - ---....- leCorils also appear under evesyletter of the alphabet, and.w were not ab
---- '-' fb detect any kysleinatic exclusion. Both
-----r-%- well as poor (a b.:ctier o millionaire is liste ,oil.- ii

. t4 owilir'6174%-rge dry'goli-dy-ifore). Perso given alias naives (to prote
,....- ,..

ao.

and old addicts ap
the mother of a city o

ibbltyitity) appear just as those w
---Ns` -111-C ieasonsiOr the disci
3r'.1.f.":' -ct-d\t:, liai no

° cLriisy the problem. Dr. _B-uiler_ is -....-very theticuloul Inati, .and one would. - -
expect -that records would have been kept' current -and up -to -date .under his .

-;-'-"" -s'uperyisio/n. During-the time the clinic operated, ilie-record-s were reviewed at.:.

east six- times (three committees of physicians and three full scale investigations
by-,t e cotic Division of the Internal Revenue Service), and there were neyer'
any problems withthe records at these reviews

It-is our opinion (and we want to be carefulto.qualify it' because we are doing .

a historical study and a lot can happen to records.in 50 years) that these face
sheets were ncitQade for most transients or persons undergoing detoxification'
immediately after starting the clinic. We eScpec( that the fecordc we examined
are for long-term. pailents'itz.ko were maintained for relativel5Nong periods. We
also know that a separate registry of dosage and payments was kept by the -
clinic, and conjecture, that pe-rfiaps Terry and Pollens used that for their count
lather than the mini' berin'etyste'rlie recOrds...1. These explanations seem _t . ..

reasonable. One could expect that detailed records would be keptfor long-term
. ,Patients, but not necessarily' for persons who made one or .two visits to tfie

clinic. At the same time, no detailed record would be necessary for persons who
underwent detoxification immediately, because they received opiates for only a
short time. The ;ecprds of dosage and price might have been adequate for
short -term patients, and satisfied the various investigations.

As stated earlier: we do not know exactly who were included in the records,.
' but that the numbering system appears to be consistent and reasonable. Until we 'T

know better, and we'Aclo not k'now that we ever shall, we will presume that the
records are for relatively long-term patierits. More than likely, most transients
were excluded, as were'pevsons undergoing immediate detoxification.

Medical records tell only part of the story of Shreveport. The real story of
Shreveport comesfromtrie mail who ran the clinic, and, from public and private
records of the time. 15r. Willis Butler was a product of Northern Louisiana and
Shreveport Born in Gibslind, Louisiana, in 1888, he moved to Shreveport when
he was 11 years :old. As a boy he was quite aware of the problems of addicts.

not ute them.
of the number iysttrrkancl i'ercyt airdPellcns -

eso edTio our satisiktiqn,. nor has br:_.auircnr be* elf' able to

as

and
their

This record was lost Pptoximately 20 years ago when it was inadvertently
destroyed with other recordS, /

/././
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Working as a delivery boy for a pharmacist, he delivered dra- hnia (half-ounce)

bottles of morphine to customers. He graduated from high shoo' in ,k907 and

went to Vanderbilt Univer,s.,it.y the same year. His family was by no mesh rich, , 1

and he worked his way through medical school. Upon graduation in 191,1,

was offered a teaching position at the university, but had to decline because he
needed more money than the job offered. Returning home, he worked for a

_summer as a country doctor in one of the oil fields north of Shreveport. That

.same year he took a job as chemist and bacteriologist for the city's Board of
Health. Five years later, he was selected by the Parish Physician and Coroner as a

possible successor, and won his first election to those joint offices. 111

As Parish Physician and Coroner, he assumed responsibility for dealing with

problems of public health. Dealing with the problems of addicts and addiction

was only a small part of that job. At the same time that he supervised the clinic,

he also ran a venereal disease clinic, supervised water and milk supplies, and
,

cared for the mentally ill and prisoners in the county jail. The'experience with
the narcotics clinic, including its eventual closing, had little, if arty, effect upon

his. professional life. During both 1920 and 1924, he successfully ran for

0

'e

',-(--
re- election as Parish Physician. He held this position for 48 years.

-
,

-,-. After the clinic closed, Dr. Butler became interested in forensic pathology.
,-...,-:,,-...,..-.:,During summers, he attended Cornell and Rockefeller Universities and worked

- .`tvgich Ur.--Milton Helpern in the New York City Coroner's Office. This eventually

-Teaig-41Stios,rial recognition as he served in many national associationsthe,._,
AmericalirablicHealth Association, the National Association of Coroners, the

American SOCiety of:anical Pathologists, the College ok American Pathologists,

and the American Ac:ideniy,4rorerisic, Sciences.
-In Shreveport, Dr. Butler,o:iviied-__aapec..ated two laboratories, served

12 four-year terms (48 years) ac`Farish,Physician'and'Coroner, and Wa; president t ,

of the Shrevport Medical Society and the;tiiiitiana State Coro-here AssOcia- ,,,,

, tipn. He has earned and gained the esteem of...bbth his 'co e u s an e , .,- :.',,";- ''s- Iare -a .is
.,..,,,- _ /

townspeople. Dr. R. T. Lucas, a well-known_pediatridian iii Shr,le,vep25,(who ar . '' 'II--
. ,

known Dr. Butler'for over 50 years, said:-
,- -;

. r , i e,,
Dr. Butler had the full confidence of the q.nblic he'wedical,afid 1,egarprofessicins [wlien 1 . i
he ran the narcotics clinic]' whiCh heright ti earned., The Was, and is; no mote / / ,, '
respected a man in town than Dr. WillisT.11utlet:'. ..- el '..."; , ',,..",.; r"..; ;.

-,., .' i. ,...i I _
/

*

and 7. ( 6 '.iToday, Dr, Butler is an ener lc and lively`nrap,, oo ng .orward to ,ne

''....
alriii '' Iworking career. In 1.961 he retired formally as'll s picri n but kept 11.t.) is r

. / -,-.
Z,IlreSts In his profession2:i serving as .an *pert wkitness as apatho in

-,,nutrienaus criminal cases. , 1-y'recefitly,.; h'Itas4(1.16-1111:to,reti.iip",fo'crk' '-' ' 1

.v,-,-,,,, '. .-- ...,.
Anne,. ".He was asked to t.efiervise a nev; 'bro'oil:Vaiilage.-,ShOv4ortlii '' 1.' I.

I ''''' '' 44*
)

According Co his new9nployei,;,"Re, 0-ihcArylriiiiiikt4'fficalillW4ldslolt)ie ....----'%' -; a i r

job.',' Shreveport stilr has a place ft5'r,",tir.,:tititilb.rD'fspiii,aillic,'difficii1Qajii:',.. -= ': : I

tire.- stru les to keep the Shreve t cleifc.-opq,.".iis cei;iitaiiOn .4.nevr-iiifiei,4a :..-.,0, i. ,I 1

-:. , 1..... 4

t;,-:-,q
=7~7:

.N.V . t. ko' t i

:..1:

.",, e. itZ: 1 I
ti/....*,
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On 't e contrary-, he seemed to grow taller with all the adversity. Certainly his
rdpu ition has grownboth loc,ally and nationally,
I r. Butlers,story of the,clinic is unusually balanced and objective. In general,

fth important' features of the history of the clinic are supported by letters and
'', (icuments fibril the period. Many were provided by Dr. Butler from his original

f ales Of,tnterialsthese,include mimeographed reports of the clinic, letters, and.

:recdidibf the prpteedings of the Shreveport Medical Society. These documents
--<4er-esupple'mented by newspaper reports of,,,man.y,:of the events of the history.

'
e' 'tT:,he struggles of the clinic to stay open were important and timely news tos, Y

-';'Atieveport, and nevvspaperreports. were detailed and etensive. ,
' Unfortunaiely, tinerhas taken its, toll on the otheeactors in,the Shreveport

dcama. Alt oil the stiff of the clinic are dead.anil.non-e of the patients known to-- ,
points

,
7 .13e alive.- Ideally,, we mourd have wanted 'other pol,nts of vieW and other. .

recallyctiops as well 'as Dr. Butler's, but t141,y,,as,n5)1.Possibles-ti:tty years is, in
.....",,,,,.

...:,-..--:ArJyy,t;iielly, the form of this report' ,will be,;as. follow9. In diapter 1, we set
' . ,.- -the SktVeport stage end then clesprilie the history ,o(1,the clinic,:*. Chapter, 2 , ,-

i, -. dori..iisg:0; an in-depth analysis of:the762,pitientsf9C,w,horn.we.have. records.
\*:-- ':. 14.t: --i 1 el a .1;1'- , T__ ana ysis ag y e ographit;bit.it-air ..reveals-also. functioning

''- SI, .'...",''.15f-til'eliniF, Cliiifer .3' deals with the specific, JiletfrOcfs aiyi,procedures of both -

, ,,...

..":::iii.e.9- litii-_,.aiicrdeitiatc4tion "hosOtal,Finalli,:iii,..13iief,5um.mary-we attempt to-,,, ,.-
'--.:4'...,,i'etate..:-:7*r.. fur'clirigi to some impoitint contemporary issues, namely, the

reasIbilyir,;Of d rui,rnain re n a nce . . ( - -: . -:/6 :- ,. ,..

,relate.

.

%:_tfie<base ;the clinic, a long time. :

v s,
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tglikrreVeP?3,1:::AS : named a'ft'er ,aptain Shreve, .1' iivecialjat captain who was...4r---
instrumental,, the natural fiver raft that blqa(1,13116 Red 14iver until

:.'18..i87.-:Car. in -8Iiieve devised a attcrins ,ram riverlRiaj and spentilive years
:_freeing.the'rAter of a giant log jam. egan this Monumental job

,
in .1833,

clearing 69.miles the first year The next 60 miles was a much liarder job; it took
-Win fotit ieais-ioufinisli the second - hall'., ',; ,.1,---t-r-----.. r-

-.,-,..,
..:Ilie -town-itself Was founded In 1837 on the site of ad 4 -diddo Indian.

' .settlitneu.t.on slie 'Red,River-Tke land arouird Shreveport is lkish'inCl fertile, and
i .s...1- .

rhe.tiown.slowly became a thrivingagricultural center. The population'grew from
1700 :in,1850 to 1,Ob0 itiA0,0on the basis of ittagriCurtura1 production. In

,he'next 26 years,_
tile population nearly-tripled to 44,Q00,; World War I a4 the, .. .....

i ,,401,dil-fields vf.the area were,the rgasoos Why., - . C.-, '-
1 ,-,;.cording to the Clirotlicles of Shreveport, gas and oil were known to exist as,,,,..,,,.., ,i , J.

rA,,a$ it-IQ '.7 -f--- '-°-k -- --
1 ----,; ,--, :1 7 .. --

,.,...1'.-14e,ilrglintipa'tion-th-a;, shere:rrughltr'tsilergasan caddoyarish was given by a deep - 4
,,,,ciwelfeliilleci.tp sulpty-w;atfr,ror,an,ieeda4tpix.ip,Sbrevep-p;t ta 1,870, but the intimation -'
-.. was so.:(0-9r1a4vatiee of any knowledge oilfe oil ind gas inastry in this part ofthe .

-coitritry, all,the pil, it ihat,t2me_.bemg pioduced in Pennsylvania, that nO attention was.
..,-...,- paid, the -cliscs)vity.eicept co Use, the gas, for lighting the 'plarit.. And that Was, due v.:I* ,

curiosity oCa _Wofichian, who- strvck a match to the "wind:: coming out of tkar. hole to lie'
.blownout,Inssead, tiii:Zw%i-u1"-igaiti:d.. it rsect,of reccal,hpw the fire *asinit,a4-'-'..--

, z . --, , - . 3
.

c;,---17.- jhirty-fiye",_xsars later, in,19.05, three wells were drillecL19r naWial gas.g1rrevet'

:77:7--... ,-..;%V.77:--Tart Piped iteiit,,,th.e, same year,-, and. the folloing year the fitiudg,iiil was

et- ,;,,,,,,.,...;,-r2,-,,-,:"" -- ',ship' Pot':-51.1.til.F, Texas, Two years later). a Standard 01-1-Curnpany charter-

- .,,,,..c., -, , .es,tibitile-d; in'cl-,, a:/efiner'y pipe line w,as .statted.:i914;cincl, World War 'I
a59114.Fater bcith -ga.,,iiid pit p,ocitictia.r.; by.1930., 34 peiroleuni, fi'elds4'ria,:24

eiC4lisebvered. -_ ,..,,: ' Y ":.7:,.........:".4...,.' tyittli,lta rela ha
. ...:1 - e A ''. ,,

. _ S'ai A eil

f :";,N ,-; ..:

'.., ''',4::,:'. ..7-: f7



2 THE 'DR UG ABUSE COUNCIL

Shreveport boomed with the oil. By the time the clinic started, Shreveport, a ,

town -of 44,000, had a symphony orchestra, a motion -picture house, and an
occasional opera=in the Opera House. The 1923 symphony orchestra season
included a feature performance by a young Russian violinist, jascha Heifetz, on
his first American tour. The town claimed two colleges, five banks, a state
hospital, anti - a Federal Court House. The Louisiana Motor Car Company was
mass-producing three or four cars a week that ran around town under the new
street lights. Radio Station KWKH opened in 1921 and was the precursor of
today's rock stations; KWKH was the first to play phonograph recordZover the
air.

Socially, Shreveport was becoming less black (the black proportion of the
population,declined 10% between 1910 and 1920) and more racist. While black
people immigrated north during the war years, the Ku Klux Klan surfaced again
in Louisiana and Shreveport following the war.,Loyalty cards were required of ,

"loafers and idlers." These cards had to be signed and punched by an employer,
and the holders had to prodUde them for police inspection. It was suggested by
one newspaper that vagrats be arrested and forced to work to -increase
the labor pool.

'Union oil field workers struck in:November 1917 for an eight-hour day, an
increase in wages, and recognition of bargaining rights. Oil companies resisted
the last demand, and National Guardsmen were called by Governor Pleasant.
Strike breakers were brought in from Texas, and oil pr6duction was resumed
under martial law.

Huey Long, who practiced law in Shreveport during; the twenties, took op the
Stan4v-d Oil Company in the interest of indepentnetompanies, This wasthe
beginning of many of ht anti-corporation battles. 1924, at age-30, he became
a candidate for governor and ran third in his first ,attempt. At about the same
time, hyto-o -k, oh Governor Parker and lost in 'a libel suit; he received a sus-
pended sentence and a S1 fine.
. Prohibition was-in till swing; both liquok.and narcotics were feared and.

condemned. The Louisiana' State Board- of FITth brought in an -outside drug
expert from New Jersey in 1918 who estimated, that there were 18,0 0 addicts
in Louisiana. He was.-successful inalarming:tlie,state legislators who e ted, a
new law in July 1918 that 'required official narcotic prescription bhp
commitment (which usually meaty-jail incarceration) and gave new powers to
the Board of Health to make mire th,:irs were enforced.

The Clinic

1h 1919 two important Supreme Court.decisions were made that hada large
impact on addicts and the ways they were being treated by doctors. In March of
that year, on the very same day, ,the Supreme Court decided: (1), that the

17



' MORPHINE MAINTENANCE 3

Harrison Act was constitutional and (2) that ,doctors who maintained addicts
were .in violation of the Harrison Act. In the fir;t case, the Supreme Court
reversfd an earlier District Court decision that dismissed an indictment against Dr.
Charles Doremus. Doremus, of San Antonio, Texas, had been arrested in 1915
(Or providing a large ..supp, (500 one-sixth gram tablets) of morphine to a
,
known addict, a violation o 'the Harrison Act. When he appealed the arrest, the
District' Court decided that the ,Harrison Act as a revenue measure could not
restrict ,the medical practice of Dr. Doremus. In other words, the way the law

was used to prosecute Dr: Doremus was unconstitutional. The Federal
1

government pursued the case to the Suppeme Court, and in a five to four vote
won a reversal of the decisioil of the District Court. They found Dr. Doremus in
violation of the Harrison Act and thus affirmed the constitutionality of the act.

In the second decision, Dr. Webb's appeal of a HarriSon Act indictment was
denied because he had supplied morphine to an addict with the intention of
maintaining his-accustomed use. This deCision established that the maintenance
pfan addict was against thedaw unless it was part of a° cure. Maintenance, for
decades before the decision, had been a common practice. in the event tlat. a '

.'doctor could not successfully treat some illness or disease, doctors felt justified

'1.f- -..,. ,in relieving the accompanying pair', and suffering. For the addict the relief Wcs
, - -

opiates. .

Effects of these two decisions were immediate. Federal agents of the.
. -
Narcotics-Bureau, of the Internal Revenue Service started immediate indictments.

..- against a s all number of doctors in various cities throughout the United States.

/Often thes were doctors who were known to cater and prescribe flagrantly to

1:large num rs of addicts. Exactly 36 days after the decision was made, Federal1
agents in w York City, led by Major Daniel L. Porter, arrested six physicians,
four druggiVs4anl 200 addicts for violation of the Harrison Act (New York

Times, April? 1919). The basis for the indictments oC phy,sicians was the
Supreme Court decision that addicts could not be,maintained on opiates.,
, Both the,clecisions and the arrests that followed caused panic among large

numbers, of doctors because it was quite common for doctors to have a small
number of patients to whom ttey regularly'prescribed opiates. More often than

. not, these wete patients whoolifferecrsom,e.chronic 9r terminal illness and were
1;eing treated in good faith. 13 ut this practice now.fell into question, and doctors
were loathe to-treat any addicts. This reticence, was understandable; they were
just as liable for indictment as those 'dociOrs J.;411opresCribed flagrantly. Doctors

complained and sought,advic.e. Addicts-com"Pfaingl anil.sctilat'-help.
The "solution" of the emergencies .ca. used' by- 'alb

t
Weill? decision were

. "temporary" clinics %dispensaries to treat and "Cure" addiCts. Some sprang up
spontaneously (as did. the New ,Orleans clinic), but qthers seein to have been
establiihed at the instigation of Federal agents. Obviously, Federal agenis .had

...
some clinic in mind when they made the New York arrests because tWo clays

.;

,
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0

later a clinic was opened by the New York City Health Department (New'York
Times, April 10, 1919): The clinic must have been planned before the arrests
were made. It opened ve y quickly and began to serve large numbers of addicts
in a short period of tim (12 addicts enrolled the first day, but the number .-

jumped to 173 on the sec nd day).
Federal agents anticipa ed that there would be trouble from both addicts and

doctors when legal supplies of opiates were cut off. Addicts would be without
supplies and could clamor or become involved in thefts. Doctors would complain
on the behalf of their indre affluent, established addicts. There were also other
considerations. World WaC- I had ended in November of the previous year, and
there was a steady stream of returning soldiers from Europe. It was expected
that many returning soldiers would be addicted in the course of treatment for
war injuries. This had been the case after both the Civil and Spanish-American
wars, and there was no reason to expect that soldiers from World War I would be
different.

In other cities the same pattern developed. Doctors, druggists and addicts
were arrested, and there was a clamor for some help or solution for the problernt
of both addicts and doctors. In Shreveport, Louisiana, at the same time (ARO,
1919) narcotics agents came to^town to begin investigations to enforce the new
drug policy. They resii evyea the records of druggists, contacted addict informers
and solicited illegal prescriptions. Addicts were arrested and indictments against
doctors were started -through a grand jury. About the same time, petty thefts
were saito increase, and it Was thought that addicts were the cause.

One particularly well -known and esteemed doctor, Dr. R , was one of
several charged with violations of the Harrison Act by Federal narcotics agents.
Federal District Attorney PhillipsMecoM of Shreveport knew Dr. R vciry
well and was convinced that he was not indiscriminately prescribing opiates to
addicts. He was-not as certain about the other doctors,.but felt .thatsomething
had to,,,he done 'about the problem.,Consequcntly indictments,were not pursued .
with particular vigor, since local officials felt that they could handle the
situation better without making charges. TWO doctors, 'considered to be flagrant
prescribers who dispensed opiates not out of simpat4y-or understanding for
addicts but for profit, were asked to leave town; both left.

The first measure taken was a short-term prescribing procedure. The'State .

Board of Health detignatecrone physician to take over ,the job of prescribing for
. -all the addiC:t; in the town. Addicts got their prescriptions dai and had them

filled at one official drug stove. The job was tli.dmuch fouone do tor o handle,
and addicts resented being required to,go to kith the doctor' and a druggist every
day to get the prescr"Trk' 0 a have them filled., Another, Game from
the official pharmacist 4/ at addicts corning to his drugstore daily would
drive his regular custom 1 ay. This procedure lasted less than a month, when
the doctor in charge of't 'iriocedure resigned. ,

a .



MORPHINE MAINTENANCE 5

Shortly after the doctor's resignation, Dr. Oscar Dowling, President of the
Louisiana Board of Health, came to Shreveport on another matter. During the

course of his visit, he asked his young friend and colleague Dr. Willis P. Butler,
the Caddo Parish Physician and Coroner, to visit him at his hotel. Their
conversation eventually turned to the problems of addicts and the unsuccessful
prescribing program. Dr. Dowling. knowing that Dr. Butler had some experience
treating addicts in the county jail (as part of his normal duties as Parish
Physician) asked him to visit the New Orleans clinic and see what he could do

for Speveport. New Orleans. like Shreveport, had experienced a drug panic in
March when the Webb Supreme Court decision was announced. Addicts affected

by the, panic appealed 'to Dr. Marion Swords, the Secretary of the Board of
-Health, k.aad lie then opened a new dispensing clinic. The principal method used

by the clinic was direct dispensing to the addict, thus obviating the use of a
commercial pharmacy. 4,,Tyjniary objectives were to provide temporary relief

for addicts at a reasonabl4rice, to cut down on rising theft committed by- some

addicts, and to drive the price of illegal opiates down-so the illegal supplies might

dry up (Swords 1920).
Dr. Butler went to New V./I-leans 'and visited the clinic for two days and

- ,returned with mired impresitootite liked the basic idea of the clinic and its

security, but he did not like tne mcttusas used:

I tow right away that the clinic wasftditig to fool their patieis off (if drugs. They were '

inixing-porplinie in sohipnand reducing their dosage drastically. The addicts ,knew
what they 'were doing-Inceuse some of them were dinibled up in pain. I knew enough

about addicts, I had seen plepty. of them in the county jail the Parish Physician is
responsible for all prisopitgentsi-ty.know that you,shouldn't try to do that to them.

I came back ro Shrev ort mid mhde my report of what I saw. It was generally
unfavorable as regards their methods, and I said that if I were going to do it, it would
have toile my way. Well,iiisY let ni)c do- Ty way (Interview 1.973.1.

The next thingPr-Ilutlertdid Was o-qo'the Shreveport Medicid.Society ancf r

tell thsem of his plans for the dispensarThe Society, which consisted of over"
100 doctor-members,,apprlived_the_plan and passed a resolution that thenceforth

..they,would not trcat addicts, but would send them to the clinic for treatment.
Dr. Butltr agreed-that neither he nor the clinic would interfere with their regular

practice regarding the use of opiates to non-addittsohut that addicts would be
t -- -.. ' treated only at the clinic.

On May 3, 1919, the clinic was opened at Schumpert Memorial Sanitariurn,'

the largest hospital in Shreveport, under Dr. Butler's direct supervision. The day

they opened, four patients came. The first patient was a 24 -year -old waiter who

had been addicted four years and was using 5 grains; of morphine a day. He was

a new resident in Shreveport, having arrived three years earlier. Joe Sing, a

' .39year-old Chinese restaurant worker. .was the second patient. Mr. Sing had

become addiCted to opium in aiiiia--before coming to the United States, and
14 A ,

3 one grain = 64.8 milligrams ..,.0021ounces.
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'When he came to the'clinic he was using twelve grains of morphine. The first
female patient was an attractive, young store clerk who had been addicted for
five years when she arrived at the clinic. She was suffering from syphilis and was
using 12 grains of morphine daily. The plan of treatment shown on her record
was to treat her syphilis first, and then to *reduce her morphine dosSge gradually
in preparation for detoxificatron.

On the.second day the clinic was open, six patients arrived: and by' Ale end of
the first week, 23 patients had enrolled. The clinic grew slowly during the first
month to 42 patients, and by. the end of the second month, 60 patients. During.
the first month of the clinic's operation it was decided, upon' the urgings of
Oscar Dowling, to combine the narcotics Clinic with a* planned venereal disease
clinic. At the time, Shreveport was experiencing a venereal disease epidemic.
The new VD clinic would use a new form of treatment for syphilis developed in
Germany. Previously, the syphilis treatment had been to use a preparation of
nlercury, and the new method used arsenic preparations called "606." Patients
ss,re Oven two or three injections, of the new 606 over weekly intervals, and
then a series of monthly Wasserman test\ to determine the outcome. When three
Reptive Wassermiins were taken, the patiept was considered cured. This new
treatment was provided by the State Board of Health, as were funds for the.
staff. The VD clinic 'utilized the same facilities as the narcotics clinic, and the
staff was the same. This proved a good thing for the addicts, as a large
percentage (approximately two out of five) also suffered some venereal disease.

'Gradually, as the numbers of patients increased, Dr. Butler and thc staff
realized that they% needed a separate facility to conduct treatment of "cures."
Patients usually could not be successfully detoxified in the out-patient clinic,
and Dr. Butler felt that jails were no more successful, so an isolated hospital

PP-facility was planned. Toward the end of September 1919, space was provided at
Charity Hospital to start the "cures." Daring September, 'o ,e patient was
detoxified, followed by five in October, and three in November.becember was a
bumper month for these treatments as 10 persons were treated. It would seem
that they were preparing for the Christmas holidays.

By the end of the year 1919', the townspeople were well apprised of the
clin1c's work. During the ensuing eight months, 264 patients had enrolled Attie
clinic, and eighteen had been detoxified in the Charity Hospital facility. The
clinic received good coverage in the local newspaper, and officials in the town

4 were pleased with its operation.
40.6 Prior to the ,clinic's opening, a number of addicts had been arrested for theft
andscobbtrymedical bags were being stolen, doctors' offices were being broken
into, and numerous petty thefts Were committed by addicts. ,These crimes
-dropped off dramatically after the clinic was operating. On January 7, L920, kii
editorial appeared in the;Slire*veport Journal, one of the largest papers in. town,

, that praised the work of the clinic and supported its continuation. The editorial
,
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- I,
also suggests that there was some Federal pressure to close th clinic in the form

of, "reported withdrawal of government and state support." The editorial seems

'to havebeettwriteri to forestall the closing of the clinic.

It is very likely there were some rumors to the effect that the narcotic clinics
would be closed ly. the Narcotics Bureau because in December 1919, a major

reorganization of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics took place. With passage of

the Volstead Act (National Prohibition Act), the Prohibition Unit of the Internal

Revenue Service was given the responsibility of enforcing the Harrison Act, and

a month later (December 1914) a new organization was put into effect. The new
arrangement -put °Prohibition agents in charge of policy making over narcotic
agents kLindesmith 1965). Prohibition, as the reader will recall; was a very
vociferous, zealous movement, witch hact elements of a red scare (Musto 1973).

. Advocaies of prohibition felt, nc4. unlike other "true believers,!' that all the sins
and evils of the world could b;:e eradicated by prohibiting the use of liquor and
drugs. Furthermore,' they were very effective in convincing the public that
opiates were as evil as liquor. This undoubtedly had a great effect upon the way

doctors and the public viewed narcotic addicts. .....

. - E.

r The effects ot'
the changes in the Narcotics Bureau were not felt immediately

in 1...ouis,iana, but they were felt elsewhere. David Musto, in his excellent
historical study TheAmerican Disease (1973), contends thai a policy decision to

a
close, the clinks was made late in 1919 or early 1920. The New York clinicwas

. ".. -

used by the Treasury Department as a,model of a failed clinic. The clinic served

..extremely large numbers; it. was not uncommon during its peak period to serve

700:800 'addicts every day. There were, to say' the least, excesses in

,apwcriptiops. The ,upper limits- for
There'

was 15 grains, and many persons
received that amount. Many addicts cheated, and there were severatjdentifica-

tion pro,cedures used. None was really effective! which is perhaps understandable

given the:large' numbers of patie'nts*tending one facility. It is interesting to

note that most present-day methadone niaintenanCe programs avoid these
problems by }seeping the numberg of payients attendin a clinic relatively small

(usually 100 -200 patients). , f
,i .., '

_Detoxification was also a problem for the,:New York clinic. New York
communities wee upwilling to accept addicts ,Or th'e hospitals which were to

,I, treat theli, and eventually addicts were sent (0 Riverside Hospital on Ndrth
Brothenisland (this was also used for, treatment of juveniles in the 1950s). The

clinic itself attempted gradual reduction and ,placed','some of the patients in
Riverside, Hospital when beds -were available,'the''main problem was illegal

sources' for 'the drug. Persons attendmrthe cliiitc used both legal (from the
, ,, .,

clinic)'and illega' I 'drugs. Many o(`the.,,patier)ts detoxified at Riverside HOspital

relapsed- immediately or shortly after leaving, the,hospital (which is not unlike

, ;Ihe...erpsent-cla- y situation). The failures of the rfeK York clinic were well kndwn;

- , s '
,moo 1 I '' Jr '

S . I 77, : .1,,

\
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and the N9.cotic Division seized upon the adverse publicity as justification for
their anti-clinic policieg

The New York, clinic Was the first to close. Reports from the New York
Times say the clinIc closed on March 6, 1920,1ess than 11 months after it began.
Thee was little, if any, resistance from the staff. Drs. Royal S. Copeland and S.
Dana Hubbard 'both came to believe that ambulatory treatment should be
abandoned for institutionalization (hospitals and jails) and strict law enforce-
ment against illegal suppliers. Earlier in the history of the New York clinic, Drs.
Copeland and Hubbard were enthusiastic about the prospect for ambulatory
treatment, but they soon took opposite line. Their ciiniF certainly was not
run very well, so perhaps like many "drug experts" since then, they conveniently
blamed the addicts for their own failure.

Dr. Copeland was not above playing to the newspapers for as much publicity
as he could get out of the problem. Before the clinic opened, he estimated
populations of 150,000 and 200,000 addicts in New York City. These were
properly deflated during the clinic's operation; during the year the clinic opened,
it reported only 7,400 addicts treated. Dr. Copeland went on to become Senator
of New York State. He, like others who have followed him, used the publicity
generated by addiction and the problem of treating addicts to further his larger
career.

bFirtst Investigations

'David Musto reports that the first full-scale investigatiOn of the Shreveport
clinic took place in March 1920. He reports the results of the investigation as
follows:

The investigation viewed the clinic as a means leading to institutional treatment believed
to be curative. It was not presented nor perceived by the agents as a maintenance
The strong support of enforcement and other public officials was impressive, and the
agents "were very favorably impressed with the clinic, and also with Dr. Butler, who

, seems very efficient, and seems to have one idea of curing the addicts by treatment in
the hospital" (Musto 1973.1671.

Dr. Butler recalls an earlier visit by two agents who came to Shreveport to
attempt to buy or procure illegal morphine:

One day during the first year of the clinic, 1 got a call from some newspaper men down
at City Hall who wanted me to make a statement about a res.; conference just held.
Two narcotic agents,came to town and attempted to buy narcotics, but could not get a
drop. They said they wanted to make ,a public stateinent so held a press confere I did

. not see either one of them buthcard one was from New York.

Th-F-fi?st anniversary passed with no further intimations of any enforced
closing. During that year, the clinic had treated over 450 patients, of which 46
had been detoxified. The clinic was firmly endorsed by most of the public
officials in Shrev'eport and this was demonstrated in August-of that year (1920)
when pressures for closure seemed imminent. Steps were being taken in New

r) f)
0
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Orleans to close the dispensary there.. During August, several officials wrote
letters of endorsement to Dr. Dowling and Dr. Butler. These included Federal

Judge George Whitfield Jaik, U.S. Marshall J. N. Kirkpatrick, Sheriff T. R.
Hughes of Caddo Parish, and Shreveport CommissiOner of Public Safety R. L.
Stringfellow. The clinic, over the 15 months of its life, had substantial.
endorsement. Dr. Oscar Dowling' sent Dr. Butler 22 letters that commended or
praised the clinic and its operation. Dr. Dowling seemed proud of the clinic's
record and continually sought some 1e5ognition of his °role in its establishment.

Pressure to Close

The intimations of pressures to close the clinic became more apparent when
Dr. Dowling wrote the following letter to Dr. Butler on September 27:

New Orleans, La.
September 27, 1920

Dear Doctor Butler,
Your letters of the 24th received this morning. I am glad your trip was enjoyable and

helpful. It must have been very gratifying to you to have commendation of your
dispensary I the narcotic clinic]. I hope that Col. Nutt I Levi Nutt, thethead of the
Narcotic Division] may come at .0 early date and go over the entire details of your
work....

I understand there is a very definite movement to have' closed all the dispensaries
giving ambulatory treatment, but of this I know too little to advise of the details, and I
shall ask you to keep the matter to yourself until I know something more definite.

Very truly yours,
g Oscar Dowling

President
Louisiana State Board of Health

Oscar Dowling had generally advocated the dispenSaries in Louisiana as a
reasonable and humane service. He most certainly was instrumental in suggesting
a clinic operation to Dr. Butler and more than likely did the same for the clinic

in Alexandria. During the first year of the dispensaries' opqration he visited the
Shreveport dispensary several times and offered it considerable support primarily
through financing of the VD services. Relationships between Drs. Dowling and
Butler were very cordial; both were graduates of Vanderbilt University Medical

School. 4

Although there was considerable age difference between the two men, Dr.
Butler considered him a closcl and valued friend. Dr. Dowling reciprocated these

same sentiments.
After receiving the lett4 from Oscar Dowling, Dr. Butler met with the

Shreveport MedicaL$9ciety and told them there were some rumors that the
clinic might be lapsed. They were, understandably, concerned about the fate of
the clinic. The 4nic had taken over most of the addict 'cases for doctors of the
town. If the clinic should close, it woujateery likely that some patients might
return to their doctors. The Society appointed an investigation committee
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composed of three doctors. On' Oct Ober 5, they reported their findings to the
rest of the Society as follows:

To the Shreveport Medical Society:
... We were most favorably impressed by the conduct of the clinic, including the
details of complete records of all addic s coining under care, classification of addicts
and treatment according to. -clas cation, the elimination of nonresidents of
Louisiana and careful 'treatinen of curable cases UNDER RESTRAINT, the
procuring of employment for ad tots who arc able to work while attending at the
dispensary and for cured patient who wish to remain in Shreveport after recovery,
are all of this work that strongly commend the conduct of tins institution.

It is significant that Dr. Butler's judicious and tactful conduct of the clinic has
secured for him the unqualified support and cooperation of the Federal, State,
Parish, and City authorities, and the State and City Boards of Health.

In brief we wish to express our unqualified support and approval of the
Shreveport Narcotic Clinic and its systematic and effective administratton by Dr.
Butler.

W. H. Billingsley, M.D.
J. J. Frazier,.111.D.
J. G. Pori, M.D.

Committee

Levi Nutt visited Dr. Dowling in November; the,visit had important effects
upon Dowling's attitude toward the clinics. Dr. Dowling, up to that date, had
been a staunch supporter of the Louisiana clinics, but Federal pressure to close
them was persistent. David Musto has documented a threat of indictment by,
Prohibition Commissioner John Kramer against Dowling .unless'he closed the
clinics. This threat was made by Kramer's general counsel during December 1920
(Musto 1973:166, 314). lir. Dowling responded by requesting time to garner
support against the clinic in his state. This was only the beginning of Dowling's
troubles with the Ilarcotic Division; there would lie more to come.

Meanwhile, the clinic was soliciting more support from the local community.
U.S. Assistant District Attorney C. H. Blanchard and Commissioner Stringfellow
both wrote letters to Oscar Dowling urging him to keep the clinic open. On'
November 16, the City Commission Council (the mayor and four commis-
sioners) voted unanimously to support the clinic and uiged state authorities not
to disturb the clinic. The clinic was obviously getting solid backing from the
community.

New Orleans and Alexandrt Close

The next move by the Narcotic Division was an investigation of the New
Orleans clinic. A report of the investigation was eventually sent by the narcotics,
agent in New Orleans t Governor John Parker. Along with other members of
the State Board of 'Hea h, Governor Parker advocated and supported the work
of the clinics. The nai-c tics agent's report 'on the New Orleans clinic was
"negative, but as Musto points out, the conclusions were unjustified,

Examination of Truxton's report reveals that he found only a small percentage of faulty
dispensing and his most substantial statistics, the number of residents with criminal

25
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records, was actually irrelevant to whether, if addicted, people with criminal records I
should receive narcotics until treatment in an Instyution was'i,avatlable 1Musto
1973:166J. ,

This 'report was the basis for a meeting held fin February 1921 of the State
Board, Governor Parker, the ppncipals of the three dispensaries) lents of the
Narcotic Division, and a speciaLcommittee of the .Board to investigate the New 1

r .
Orleans and Shreveport clinics. The clinic in Alexandria did nbt.sprettnt any .
particular problems to the Board. They did not present the same defense as did

the New Orleans and Shreveport clinics. The investigation committee of four
Board members chaired by Dr. Thomas A. Roy made a compromise recom-
mendation. They recommended that both clinks (New Orleans and Shreveport)
be continued until a hospital could be established to treat "curable" addicts.
When the hospital was established, the clinics would continue to.provide services..

4,to the incurable, aged and infirm, and cases waiting to,be cured. . ..>

Federal agents at the meeting. singled out the New Orleans clinic for,
,..

. .
attack. Dr. Swords was accused or making mongy off addicts of the clinic,

but the agents were reluctant to charge him. This was a common tactic of
narcotic agents in their attempts to .close, the clinics and a tactic that generally
worked. Dr. Swords denied the harges and Governor Parker supported Swords'
stand. By this time, Dr. Dowlinkwas fully in the camp of the Narcptic Division.
Dr. Dowling and the .Federal agents were adamant ,in their attack on the clinics,
but the final decision was put off until March. 1:.

March came and the State Board of Health decided against the New Orleans
clinic; most particularly Oscar Dowling. Dr. B. A. Le etter, a member of the G.11
investigating committee, contended that if the New r eans clink "should be
closed so should the other two. Tw9 other doctors on the committee, Drs.
Chamberlain and Roy, oppoS'ed this position because "... Federal Judge Jack

'favore'd the institution [Shreveport]; especially. siike Dr. Willis P. Butler, in
charge of the narcotic dispensary at Shreveport, had established a real ho'iPital
for treatment of drug addicts, rentinpa ten room house in which to treat them"
(Shreveport Times, March 16, 1921). (The Shreveport clinic had anticipated the
issue of a separate hospital and had rented a large house in downtown
Shreveport to treat "curables.") , \ I.

An impasse was anticipated, and Dr: Chamberlain of the Board introduced a
resolution that all the clinics be closed: "We must bring this matter to a crisis,

and might as well close all, and let the people howl" (Shreveport Times, March ',

16, 1921). This resolution was passed, and all three clinics were ordered closed:.

During the Board meeting there was some discussion about utilizing city 9

,

authority to authorize the continuation of the clinics, and this is what Dr. Butler
did in Shreveport. Dr. Butler returned to Shreveport and got-support from --

staff physicians of the T. E. Schumpert Memorial Hospital-, the site of the
I..

Aspensary, to continue -the work of the Clinic. Eighteen doctors voted r
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unammZgisiy t conisiitueAhe clinic o 1 Maich 15, 1921. On March 23, 17 doctors
fro-irythe,stfao% Ntn-ili Louisiana Sanitaiium made a similar resolution.

.,..

Second Opening

Dr. Butler olorriplied only symbolically with the order of the State Board. The
Louisiana State Board of Health Narcotic Dispensary and Institutional Treat-.
ment Department was closed, but the facility re-opened as the Public Health
Hospital Institution and Out-Patient Service the same day. Dr. Butler sought
legal advice from a District Attorney oECaddo Parish about the powers of his
office as Parish Physician and Coroner to dispense narcotics, and was given legal
authority to do so.

This move was unanimously endorsed by the City Council upon the
suggestion of Mayoj John McW. Ford, and the City Attorney was instructed to
draw up a city ordinance to authorize the hospital. At the beginning of April
1921, the ordinance was passed by the City Council and became city law. The
ordinance gave the hospital and out-patient service authority to treat narcotics
and venereal disease cases, and specifiea funds to pay a portion of their costs.
Operating as a city clinic, patients were treated in the clinic until February 1923.

More Investigations
-

Dr. Willis Butler was and is a soft-spoken, persistent man. His gentle and
humorous manner is only one part of the man; the other is a staunch fighter.
Confident of his clinical work and the full support of the community, Dr. Butler

' did not hesitate to fight for what he considered a much needed humane service.
His fight was not without some threat to himself. He was a holdout who became
an embarrassment to Oscar Dowling and the Narcotic Division. Dr. Dowling
became so incensed with Dr. Butler that he issueahis_own threats of itOictment:
"He told me if it was the .last thing he did, he would have me in Atlanta [the
Federal prison]. Well, I hadn't left anything in Atlanta, enAl wasn't about to go
there." (InIztibsequent efforts at retaliation: Butler, was investigated 'by two

e next two years, agents fro-m the Narcdtic.Pivision visited
oe,casions. Musto found .evidence 'of two full-scale

investigatioris_and fi'ViliT'six7-vigfi-s=rby a single agent from the Kans-as City office
during this phase of the clinic's operition, 12r,"Butler's recollection of these visits
was:

grand juries.)

Shreveport

The government seemed to sen a ents into Shreveport 'iontulually,'t-Aually on the sly.
Some I saw, some I only heard about.. Mostly, tbey wou4d Come attempting to' buy drugs
from peddlers or get prescriptions friTnitact,ors. They were usually discouraged in this
because there were no peddlers; and if yOu".Went,to a doctor tcr-get morphine, they
would just tell you to go to my 'Clinic. Both die Patiemsand the do'ctor; told me of these
visits, once a newspaper reporter let me know what..wai-goin.

or
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Some agents were gentlemen and completely aboveboard. They:canieitnee 'me, and I 6
would show them the clinic records and tell them to go see all the o(Ws in the town/

,

'lhbaskanda
t. .,

n as about the clinic. .
/ - 1,t

AccOrding to Musto, Colonel Nutt of t11,e Narcotic Et, -siOn .6rdered the/
:

second major investigation in' October 1921. Musto, 'Lai' g tecoids of the'
Narcotic Division, described the results of the4n vestigatip al f011Ows: '

,i.
7 / .

Two agents, one of whom was Dr. B. R. Rhees, secri:.taiNp-41 the recent Special ,
Narcotic Committee of the Treasury, went to Shreveport:. First .they visited the /
drugstores. No prescriptions were found for narcotic addicts, p significant fact to the .,/
investigators; the reputable druggists of Shreveport unanimously praised Dr. Butler as
"honest and sincere in his ,efforts to help the City of Shreveport." TIAn they visited',
three prominent doctors and again approval was unaniniousthey were no longer''
bothered by drug addicts except an Occasional visitor to the city. The physicians warri64'
that "there would be =toils objec,tinn to the clinic's discontinuance." The agent's
little if any opportunity for nitirphine to be improperly disposed of. Every grain was
accounted for. One hundred tsmitz 'miry patients had been creclarsd inciirable.and were

receiving maintenance supplies. Eacli incurable was so certified by thrc.c3'Or -More
physicians. . ;' -..

%. --

Various officials were also inteiVloweif." Federal District judeolJ'aci6gain affirmed ,, ,, /
his high opinion of the clinic, which, now - had been operaeurg fai ov?r two years. He
warned that he would vigoronsly, oppoisti ;my steps taken tow 'discontinuance of the

,/
clinic, because from his own knowleagrc it had lessened crrinO in tho_city.,The city judge. a1,:,
was even more. s)utsp4cn than 9tz; 'federal judge in his praise of Dr,Dtitler. He

.". /f
particularly favored care o6 the incittafAlc..4ddict which en:lb:led-116 to work antinot be a
charge on the city. Both Ale chief AirPOlice and sheriff sairriliat-Zrune, such as petty t
thievery which might bp- resortp-Xio-to pay for illi(it drugs; had lessened since the
inauguration of the cinacthc-LIS,inarihal was of tho.saine opinion. __ --

''f1 4 liiiIttica 1.,-c,hviropmcni-which they found unique among
cbmmitinaes."Itkiiiiiies:..."Sliorc,is,absurutc,cooperation between Dr. Butler, the Police
DepartincntiAto:City -0 1,61914; a liP re, Wer 4.1 ,offioals:"They.recommended that the
clinic not be .tbscujitikued ,stnce it was -"operating unciiii the full sanction of qfficiafs
charged Wiil;the preastrvition of- -Peace-and order in the City of Shreveport and the
Parish of CPildul,MuSf0192311681,./ ...,,,./,- -

..;-..;--",.
Dr. Butier rec41).sAptherlarge-scalpitigation Of the clinic that most,

likely did not apa0ifrilie re,cgr4-Of eternalInternal Revenue Service because it
_./. ,----- - ,.- .1.", ,,...-,

was clearly an embariassirrgfil, ' Ili'..--it.
I recall one incident 'irivigly...Olie of Abb lltcotics agents sent to investigate our

dispensary turned out to be PVactdict Iiimsell.'
Occasionally we used tki (curfilcatc illegal ilrugs from patients. In one instance a

doctor came from New YOKk',Ciry co\ be trqatikin the hospitil and he had a jar, a
handsome jar, with two or .lit ounces of intiaik"c. He -turned over the jar to the
clime. The custom was to ke.iip ilia! kru'g4 in fit, f9, until I could take them to the

confiscated drugs to the Actornel's.officj,, I sr,op* dry a knew to weigh it. I
Federal District Attorney, Asrorney, tvicoIpm tfii Vs. Beforel I took' it and other

got a receipt for it and then took It tnaNiecon's offivp -, , '
.

Well, this Federal agent came to tiaviii With two Or state agents from Nev Orleans
and went to sec Mecom. And as 4 was their c,istsiti,Vt\ii,,federal. ageift collected the'.
confiscated dregs, but for some reason .1,he agent roisizriptV:the drugs temPiii-arily to:!
Mecom. Attorney Mecom told me of this, and 1 bccitv&itticou4cious. Sb just to
cover myself, I went to the Attorney's office, gut thalat,inkld hid itlweiglicdp second
time. When the drugs were weighed a second time, 60 mot 7d.grairisi-qre missing. k had
both receipts of the measures. ., :;' "'.--.. ,,,,--

The next day chic three agents came to my office to rci+icw my ciIiger-isary records.

i... \ A

... t .

if...\
\

\
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The review was a rather long job, and as noon approached I noticed that the Federal
agent was getting very nervous and irritable. I began to suspect him of being an addict
and kept him there in the office as long as I could. The longer he stayed, the more he
perSpirtd and became nervous. He was exhibiting obvious withdrawal symptoms.

Filially, I just asked him, "How much morphine do you user
He got very indignant ai this question, saying that he would not stay there and be

insulted. He left the office as mad as an old wet hen.
After he left, I had some second thoughts about what I had done. I wondered if I

hadn't-torn my britches. So just to check I called the druggist to make sure of the
amounts. He confirmed my figures. And then it wasn't any more,than an hour or so
when I got a call from the two agents accompanying the Federal agent. Agent I said that
I was right about the Federal agent. He was an addict, but they did not know .hat to do
about it.

Well, I knew what to, do. As coroner I had the right to arrest him. I went and got a
warrant for his arrest, b,ut before I could get to him, he had left town. .

He got away, bui,the next day we called Attorney General Palmer and .told him-of
the incident. The next thing we heard was that the Federal agent was transferred to the
Cincinnati, Ohio, office.

\Nik..1 During 192,1; the numlier of new poients gradually began to decline. Many
more were cokg to take treatment at the hospital than came to the clinic. This
trAnd continued,'through the third year of the clinic. Patient records show onlyewpatients attending the dispensary during 1922.

tsitors camel:4'4'44y to the clinic, and the.clinic received a lot of favorablek.,
Dr. Butler published a description of the clinicin Mach 1922 issue of

.44her:rain Medicine. Both 'Ernest Bishop, a ki.sw:York doctor, and author oi.a
lit;'-hOok oCthe time The Narcotic.DrePiAoln, and Charles Terry, the. .

N.1ei_ior` of the Public/141NT, Assootation's Committee- on :Habit-
Formm i7i4:Ititfeventual. co- author of the` classic The Opium Problem
(1928), chairtpitAedliYilfriid-publiClif. Thjs publicity-embarrassed the Narcotic
Division, ai.ShreveRitiZas-theast of the clinics, and Fe'ileral,agents could not

It:

\ ti

find cause to close it clown-.;.1. r
The Last Months v

Perhaps out of desperation the istatcotic Division sent a "hatchet rnan"-to
4.:

Shreveport.' This was H. H. Wouters ;who, with a group of Federal' agents,
I.' ,proceeded to build a case against Dr. Bu er and the clinic. They madestwo visitsy

to Shreveport. During the first visit, W iters reported that a group..of citizens
approached him about an illegal peddl ho was said to be paying off one oft
the clinic's inspectors to stay in busin s',: When Wouters approached District
Attorney Mecom with this informationit. lc, Mecom told him to go to the
sheriff, Dr. Butler, and his investigators wiih,this information. Wouters did not
do this, but rather became suspicious of the atyrorities and reported this.to his

'supervisor.
On the second visit, they proceeded to interview 50 of the clinic's 129

patients. The object of these interviews was to reveal that patients were simply
drug addicts and not worthy a being maintained, did not work, and were

29
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possibly crimival. t rional case was built against Dr. Butler. In the report, heiiiet
is accused of m, g money out of the clinic and keeping a large staff from the

proceeds (Musto 1n5 ,170).
Wouters, except during the_ first visit, tried to avoid Dr. Butler and the clinic).

The first meeting ,:vas.7:fieated; W6uters accused Dr. Butler and the clinic of

treating prostitutes, and Dr. Butler denied this. (He later described Wouters as

"ingratiating but sly.") The second meeting was like the first:

During his 1Wouter's1 last visit here, the patients asked me about him because he was
going around questioning them. Wouters was trying to 'get evidence on the clinic and
patients on the sly. I confronted him with it, but he denied It. Eventually, he told one of
the patients his intentions (trying to close down the clinic) and the patient told me. ,I
went around to see Sheriff Hughei about it, and Hughes decided to get a local warrant to
pick him up. We did not get to him in time. By the time we got to his hotel;he had left.
He left,a forwarding address in the Virgin Islands.

By this tint, Dr. Butler was getting tired of all the battles to keep the clinic

open. The numbers of patients had sleclined to approximately 100, and he was
beginning to feel that it was talciiktoo::2 h f his time and effort and possibly

was not worth it. Toward t14e, d,of f 6#), 1923, G. W. Curiningtim, a
Federal narcotics aggrit:fromjtilurkintd; la, was sent to Piteveporgn a
"diplomatic mission'' to clpse cliAQViisa 1:91y:172.7111):16,1,:tifb,.two
other "agents, talked with fu-dge ji.4aril,Philisii-MIetkOiti2jiid.g.faCkketipea by
Dr. . Butler's house that flight Alit told-Aim of -die meting:` ecom

telephohed the next day atiAaskecr.Dr.Butler. hiPcifficji

d''Mccom said that Ctimittighamwas giving him lot oftrobbli4 nsary.

ShrevoRrt was the tasrotthe;*4 ics and .they Wanted, ir crosbd. btprw

part:but Cunningli4 to prokcute me. MccorTriaid othii* to
ta ink my

prosecute. A mectingAia's-iiitalfOr yanuary'30ih. . -
, .

iThe meeting took place,.:14 -Federal Court HOtise with' diStriet Attlirney
Mecom 'presiding. Dr. ,Butler vseaepresetrt. with Cunningham' ..and '001;$ther

agents. After, some discussion ist was agreedi'llit, the 'dinik,-w,,Ould-'a;se on
--February 1-0, 1923.-Dr Butler described th-erne-0441=9, 1tatter to the

,Atlanta Gloigian newspaper as being amicable:

No-records were gOne over, no patients, officials, or -doctors*re called and.nothing
was gone into except the closing of the dispensary. I hay& felt all Aotig,anststill do, that
I am right, but rather than enter,an endless controverst.iiljthout tFaionable,hope of what
I consider right to prevail I agreed to discbriti'nue the socallechlinici '*

All was very harritonictui, and, I must say theNspeeturs ppearetVtole very nice
gentlemen, far differ:on 'from Mr. Wouters. I was,old,. that I am not in any wayaccused
of wrong-doing or bate, faiths but"-;that the4WOrk thal;1, am'doing here caused trouble
because other places conten!ded Wat if Shreveport be allowed to have a "clinic," they
should be allowed such a priOilege.s,

Mr. Gunninghani read a Part of Wouter's report in the conference. The addict's word
was accepted by Woyters_as truthful 1vithout corroboration, and without an investigation
of facts that -recordi, Histories, °arld,examination findings would reveal. For instance,
several cases who have resided licre for years were classed as not belonging here. Cases

ted,cnrabrei s?,,th'ey report.almost dea'd were c

,)
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',The dispensary closed on February 10, but the ti'eatment(or detoxification)
hospital remained open until March 1925. The clinic arranged for some of the
approximately lop patients left on the rolls of the dispensary to either take
treatment in the hospital, or be transferred to private physicians. After these
arrangements were made, .Dr. Butler was left with 21 incurables (aged and
infirm) whom he treated is the Parish Physician.

The Final Charge

The meeting with Cunningham on January 30 was not the end of the matter
by any means. A short time later, District Attorney. Mecom informed Dr. Butler
that Cunningham was pressing him to prosecute. Cunnilighamwanted Mecom to
fine Dr. Butler S5,000 for violation of the Harrison Act. E. Butter never quite
understood all the particulars of this action, but agreed to it in order to get the
District Attorney "off the hook." Cunningham accused District Attorney
Mecom of protecting br. Butler. Mecom made some complaint (Dr. Butler did
not know the particulars), Dr. Butler gave him a $100 bank draft, and that.was
the last he heard of the charge. It would seem that the District Attorney charged
him with something and fined him S100 to close the case.

Shortly afterthe clinic closed, Sidney Howard, a journalist and dramatist,
visited Shreveport and the hospital for a' eek and wrote a popular eulogy to the
clinic. Mr. Howard was favorably impressed with Dr. Butler, the clinic's
operation, and the town's 'response. His re-creation of the clinic's operation in
theJune ,1923 issue of Hearst's International magazine is one of the best
on-the-spot accounts of the town's attitude toward the clinic. He noted that in
the absence of the dispensary there already was a suspicion that an illegal
supplier had already started operating in Shreveport in a new drug store.

This suspicion of a flourishing illegal supply was amplified in a newspaper
investigation conducted by the Shreveport Journal in June 1923. Both illegal
morphine and cocaine were said to be readily available from peddlers. This was a
quite different situation from the period of the clinic's operation when little, if
any, illegal supplies were available.

The Hospital, "Cures" Continue

The treatment hospital and venereal disease clinic (which was always an active
part of the out-patient services) remained open in the same building on Travis
Street in downtown Shreveport. The hospital continued to_tteat persons who
wanted to be detoxified until March 1925, with a temporary closing in the
spring of 1924, lm the period October 1919 to February 1923, approxi-
mately 350 patients were detoxified at the hospital. Following the closing of the
clinic (from February 1923 to March 1925) another 50 persons were detoxified.
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While business at; the treatrtiene.hi3spital was sloW, the venereal disuse clinic was
vet), active.

.

anvling's Last .Stand"

. Although the hOs pital seemed to gradually pha,se.ouf its 'services over the next
two years, thre remained one more drama in ShrevepOrt involving addicts,
doctors, and Oscar Dowling; This. &cuffed in February grid MarsCh 1925, two
years after .the clink had closed. It began :With the 'neWspaper announcing a

V.

meeting held between District Attorney Mecom, Oscar Do n and Federal and
State narcotics agents. In the meeting, Dr. Dowling and the ag nts claimed that

..narcoiies,were -being grossly over-prescribed in Shreveport. The Shreveport
itn.aPa1 of February 1,4, 1925,,reported that Dr.Dowling claimed, "Outside of

- . twelve doctors here, the remaining local physicians prescribed annudlly more

*0

drugs tha4 all -the'doctors in the State of Louisiana including Ned' Orleans." This
statement seemed to cliarge all (except' 12) of the:doctors in Shreveport with

a
over-preset-thing. .

This Staterrieni caused an uproar among local doctors. A special meeting of
:the Shevepbrt Medical' Society was called by President Sanderson the same
night th-at the statement appeared in the newspapers. The meeting was held to
clarify Dr. Dowling's allegations.

During the special meeting, Dr. Dowling revised his statement to "less than
twelve physicians (I could almost count them on the fingers of one hand) are
writing prescriptions indiscriminately for an amount of morphine in excess of

therequirements of the State Institutions or even more than, the needs of the
profession of the state for legislative purposes" (Shreveport Medical Society,
March 195). Many members resented the original statement that all but 12
physicians were prescribing indiscriminately and the way it was publicized in the
newspapers. There were heated discussions between Dr. Dowling and the
members not only about the allegations made but about the narcotics clinic as
well. Dr. Butler recalls the meeting and his role in it:

During the meeting, Dr. Dowling attempted to discredit the cliniC and his role in its
development in an ;_ffort to get the Medieal_Society,to revoke its earlier endorsemenf. He
said that he disapproved, the, climc from the beginning and never endorsed it, This was a
patent he, and I stoodup and told the silciety that if that were the case, one of us was
lying because I had 2 letters where Dr. Dowling had praised the work of the clinic.

I passed the letters around and called for a vote of censure (that would have expelled
him from the Society). Any censure required all the members to approve it. All but one
of the doctors atthe meeting voted for censure, but it did not pass as a =lion.

At the same time, the Society did not retract its earlier endorsement of the clinii
either. ;',4 -

.

The meeting ended. 'with, the passing ,of a motion of resentment against the
wary Dr . Dowling had publicize'd his charges. The motion 'also stated that Society
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members "deplored, the existing conditions and pledged our support in an effort
to eradicate them" (Shreveport Medical Society, March 1925).

Two days later, a grand jtiry was called by District Attorney Mecom that
ed for two weeks. According try'newspaper reports; 49 cases wit"...)fieard

(Shregeport Journal, February 27, 1925). Dr: Butler was one of a number of
doctors' (as Dr. Dowling said, fewer than 12) being considered for indictment.
Dr. Butler recalls that he learned of his own case being considered by the grand
jury through Huey Long.

Yes, Huey lived in Shreveport then. He was the State Commissioner of Railroads at
the time, I believe. I knew him pretty well at that time; we were members of the same
church.

Well, one afternoon I was going home and stopped in front of the court house
building: Huey Long stopped me and in his big way said, "Why don't you tell your
friends when you are in trouble?" I didn't know what trouble he was talking about, and
then he told me that.the grand jury was trying to indict me with some of the other

-doctors.
I couldn't quite believe it, but later on that evening he called me and asked me to

come down to his office. In his office was one of the members of the grand jury, a Mr.
and he said that the jury was meeting and I was among the cases presented.

Oscii Do was questioning my prescribing records to my old patients, about 20 of
th at I had had for years, but they nne_to to me about it.

The next day I got. all my records together, took them to Sheriff Hughes, and in turn
he gave them to District AtNikej Mecom. Mecoril presented the records to the jury, and
he casewas thrown out. .

M1. E told 'me -after tfie jury was over that the jury was doing their best to get a
case againSt me before those records were produced.

.
The outcome of the jury proceedings resulted in 28 arrestsseven doctors

were .harged, six druggists, two illegal drug peddlers and 13 addicts. Both of the-

drug'peddlers and seven of the addicts, pleaded guilty to sales and possessiorl.
Dowling and the Federal agents, by their own admission, said that they were not
interestediriconvicting doctors and druggists and, true to their word, they did
not. Addicts, as is often the case, caught ths brunt of the investigation and the
charges.

After the grand jury investigation, Dc. Butler decided to close the
detoxification hospital. This was done on March 15 (1925),and.the venereal
disease clinic was transferred to Charity Hospital the same day. During an April
meeting of the Shreveport Medical Society, the records of both the clihic and
the hospital were turned over to a committee of members for review. The review
was made with a favorable report, and that -was the end oe'the matter as far as-
Shreveport was concerned ,(Shreveport Medical Society, May 1925). Today,
there are very fey./ people in Shreveport who-remember anything of the clinic
and its stormy history. During two visits to that City, we only met one person,
other than Dr. cutler, who had any recollection of the clinic and its operation.
This was Dr. R. T. Lucas, a pediatrician in the town for 50 years.

fl
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THE
PATIENTS

During the era of the clinic, the public image or conception of addicts was***
that of the stereotypical- dope fiend. Addicts were considered to be, on the
whole, young, working -class criminals who used drugs primarily for' some

forbidden and mysterious pleasures. Reading newspapers of the time one is struck

by the recurrence of words such as "decrepit" and "derelict." Moral, productive

citizens (by implication, the middle classes) were thought to be above such drug

use, and "good" people did not use opiates. People who did use opiates or
cocaine were thought to be morally inferior, and so bene'ath human considera-

tion. Shreveport addicts. did not fk these stereotypes at all. In general, the
patients atteifcling 'the cynic cut across all class groups: they were middle-aged

-
arid relatively productive, citizens who held steady jobs (when their physical
condition allowed it), Like the larger society, some we're more "productive"

. than other's. The list orpatients,iricluded among other prestigious occupations,
? , :, :-,

four doctors, two ministers: twos retired judges, an 'attorney, an architect, a

newspaper editor, a musician froth t'he symphony orchestra, a printer, two glass
.2,.)slowers, and members of rich .oitfamilies, etc. There were, as weir, day laborers,, . .

,444 , I 1`
, .''' ca r n i v a I workers, domestic servants, and other traditional occupations of poor,

' 1 and -working-c)asspeA9ns. V'
Dr.-Buller was faMilfar with'.tie Public's misconceptions about his patients.

'He tells a tory abOufWexpetILIcewith a grand jur,y: -
, .. .. ty",

I had been called to testify iniiipt:of a grand jay about the clinic. During the course
of this testimony, severilof the,Npy:iiembers made deprecating remarks abouepatients,

and I felt that It was my4duty to-iTtif:them right about patients. As it happened, one of
,the windowk of tlieluryjoom:104,ed out on the tallest building in Shreveport. This
building had been buili,by one Of Myoptients. So I quietly told them so, "Gentlemen,
fig, you sgc that building%but the Aidow there? It's the tallest building in town, isritt it?

WI, that budding wa built by or,iNrny patients." [He had been addicted to morphine
for. 40 years.] "And further'rnorg, ;w/o-of Mr. the United States District

Attorneys predecessors were paiktg.Of my clinic, as are' two ministers in town." My
patients cane from all;Classes, hutdii,V-People knew that.

s.. . .
. , . ...

.
.: .., . .
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Data Ott the lbng-term patients show that two out of every five patients
(59.8%) worked in .either white collar (19.4%) or skilled (20.4%) Occupations,
with the higheitpercent'holding semi-skilled jobs (33.5%). Only 6.4% worked in
unskilled jobs. These data undoubtedly reflect the economic life of' the
community. Shreveport, during the time of the clinic,"yas a rich oil, and
agricultural center in northern Louisiana,- and the people who lived there had
plenty of opportunity for good employment. ,

The most recurrent occupation reported were waiter and waitress; one in ten
(10.4%) gave' tliat occupation. Professionals (doctors, lawyers, judges, etc.) made
up 3.0%, and 1.8% said they owned their own businesses. Such businesses ranged
from a small Chinese restaurant run by a 43-year-old Chinese man who had been
addicted for 24 ye.ars, to the largest dry goods store in town. Of the 176 women
for whom we have data, the majority reported occupations; only a little more
than a third (35.4%),said they were housewives.,

The following are brief descriptions of five selected patients to demonstrate
the range of patient occupations and the extent of their addiction: \

Maude Was a 48-year-old nurse who beCame addicted during_the course of her
treatment for gallstoties. Shy yas addicted, 11 years to Morphine and reported she took
11 grains a day. She attempted' treatment 18 different times, failing each time.

John was a 52-year-old physician who said he became addicted to morphine when he
used it for his insomnia caused by overwork. He was addicted 15 ytars and received 5
grams of motphine a day from the clinic. The clinic staff durnot advise detoxification,
and the patient died of cancer during the first year he was attending the clinic. . )

Charles was the editor of a small newspaper in a town near Shreveport: He was 61
years old when he came to the clinic, and was addicted when he was 41. His addict*
'was the result of medical treatment for rheumatism caused by gonorrhea. He attcmptid
tre ?tnient 15 different times before coming to the clinic.

Paul was a 430-a-week 'glass blower who became addicted when he was 31 years of '
age and had been so for four years when he applied at the clinic. He began/ to use
morphine to treat his syphilitic rheumatism. He claimed that he use "10 grains a day, but
received only 6 grains. The clinic curod his syphilis and detoxified him,within the,first
year. \

Mrs. Dash was addicted by her liband, a doctor, when she became "insane" at age
30. Shc was addicted to morphine for 27 years and lived in Bossier City [a town across'

the river &Mit Shreveport) during the full course of her addiction.

The mean'age of the patients for whom there are records was 35 years. Unlike
present populations of opiate users, there were few of the very young. The
yOungest vv.<1§years, and there were only .10 (1.3%) younger than 21 years. At
the other extime, there were 30 (3.9%) patients over 60 years; 14 of them were
over 70 years of age. The oldest patient was a 82-year-old confederate war

`,veteran who had been addicted 55 years. This veteran had been shot in the head
during the, Civil War, and was treated with morphine by an army doctor: Ile
received morphine regularly from his faniily doctor, and when he came to thtek'
clinic, he was using 2 grains a day. The second oldest patient was an 80-year-old ;, i.
housewife who had been addicted for 30 years. She attributed her addiction to ,
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asthma and rheumatism, and the clinic staff considered her a,"pitiful, incurable
case:"

Men outnumbered women considerably; for every woman there were three
men. This seems to be only slightly more than the present male to female ratio
of 4:1. White patients were predominant; nine out of ten patients were white

(91.1 %). The numbers of black people were extremely sniall, given their large
numbers (17,500 or 40%) living in Shreveport at the time; only 4.9% of 762
patients°. Quite obviously o 'aces were not used by black 'people as they arc
today. According to the 1 20 Shreveport census, therewete 10 Orientals living

in the town. Two of thes ten attended the clinic; both'were Middle-aged men
with long addictions (24 d 18 years).

Drugs Used by Patients

Unlike addicts attending a similar clinic in New York City at the same time,
there were very few heroin users in.Shreveport. Nearly all the Shreveport addicts.
used °Thine (97.9%), with only four using heroin, and ,a smattering of

.paregor c (7), codeine and laudanum (2) users. Users tended to stick with one
drug, a only five persons said they were addicted to two drugs liisually heroin

and mor hine). Persoris would occasionally u4e another drug whe"ithey could
not get-, eh drug of choice, but tare was nothing -like the p ly-drug use

_

practiced °day:,
- The pp cipal method of use was subcutaneous ancl.pitravenous injection. Dr.

.Butl'er said ut for a small number they were "all vein shooters by the time they

...got to the clinic. They could flit a vein a lot better pi an I could. They would
take all .eye dropper, needle, and cigarette paper and make a very efficient

hypodermic." This seems little different from the 'presently'-used "works" or
paraphernalia. Neither \rieedles nor-hypoderrnics were offered or provided to

patients. It was up Ito them .to- provide their own. Some rudimentary sterile

procedure6 were taught, but only very few made any efforts to employ them.
Doses were large compared to-plesent-day use. Upon entering the clinic,$ach

addict was asked how Much- he was using at the time. These reports ranged from

a quarter grain to 30 :grains a day.rThe mean dosage reported was 10 grains a
day, but a good number (9:1(t) saititliey"used more than 15 grains a day. At the

other end of ,the spectrum, there Were only 8 persons who reported using less
thinl_ivin. These were all persons who were -titing opiatesfor some terminal
illness. Male and younger patients tended to claim more drugs used than women

and older palidnti.
Like addicts today, Shreveport patients attempted to get as, much of their

drug as they could. As a consequence, there was a good deal of bartering and

. negotiation between the clinic arTh"ththe patient. The clinic usually set an upper

limit of 10 or 12 grains, irrespective of how much the patient claimed. The

36
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median dose according to records was 7Y2 grains, and Dr. Butler said there was
little difficulty in stabilizing the dosage. He believdd that the clinic ,should be
honest and aboveboard with patients in every respect. Every patient was told his
dosage, and there were no secret or surreptitious attempts to lower a.patienes
dosage while he was an outpatient. Some were encouraged and supported to
lower their dosage, but it was done with the full knowledge of the patient.
Detoxification was another thing. When patients entered the detoxification unit,
it was understood that they would receive decreasigg doses of a 'substitution
drug or drugs. According to Dr. Butler, patients had'little difficulty stabilizing
their dosage, and there was little tendency to escalate dosage once they reached
a certain level. Slight increases were allowed up to 10 or 12 grains, but seldom
over these limits.

During the life of the clinic, there were never any problems with overdose: "I
never found one we could give an overdose to, even if we had'wanted to. I saw
one man take 12 grains intravenously at one time'. He stood up and said, `There,
that's just fine,' and went on about his businets." Dr. Butler was also the Caddo

'Parish Coroner at the time, and said he would have known had' any of his
patients died from an overdose. He and his staff conducted approximately 100
autopsies on patients who had died, but he could never confirm overdose or any
other pathological complications from the use of morphine.

.Length of Addiction

For the most part, the majority of addicts at the clinic were long-term
addicts. More than half (51.7%) reported that they had been addicted for six
years or more, and a quarter (24.5%) said they had been addicted for 11 years or
more. The longest was a 79-year-old preacher who had bCen addicted for 63
years. He was addicted by a physician after he had been struck by lightning and
lost an eye. The shortest was a 52-year-old man being treated for cancer of the
faCe who had been addicted only four weeks. The mean length of addiction was
eight years.

As one would expect, length of addiction was associated with age. The older a
Patient, the more likely he was to have a long term addiction. Age of initial
addiction usually occurred during the patient's twenties or thirties, but there
were a few exceptions. One 46-year-old man said he had been addicted to
paregoric at 3 years of age. A 36-year-old woman cotton picker said she was
addicted to morphine at age 10.

Reasons for Addiction

Contrary to the position (propaganda niay be a more accurate term) o
Narcotics Bureau'of the Internal Revenue Service at the time which said that the

,e; t
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majority of addicts were addicted flOr non-medical reasons, the patients of the

Shreveport clinic were usually addicted for medical reasons. Only \65 (8.6%),

cited non-medical reasons for their addiction, most of whom had become
addicted through friendship or association with other users or addicts. By far

the majority (88.8%) cited some medical reason for their initial addiction.'

Often. the medical reason given was some venereal 'disease; more than

quarter (27.2%) cited syphilis or gonorrhea as the reason for initial addiCtion.
This was usually accompanied by rheumatism, a recurrent secondary symptom of
the original gonorrhea or syphilis. in those instances where the patient still had a

venereal disease (there were large numbers), the clinic would treat the disease

before it expected them to undergo detoxification.

The next most recurrent illnesses cited for initial addiction were respiratory

conditions (11.8%) such as asthma and tuberculosiS, followed by accidents and
injuries (11.1%) and surgical operations (8.4%). It would seem that opiates were

a common medical treatment for all these conditions prior to th e 1920s, and
doctors regularly prescribed them. Perhaps the most surprising of these are
asthma and tuberculosis, but one must realize that the incidence of both was

high during that period.

Another item of data on the third revision of the patiepts' cover sheets
indicates the role of physicians in the addiction of patients. This was a question
asked. of .184 persons: "Was a doctor responsible for your addiction?" Of the
184 persons asked this question, more than half (53.1%) said that a doctor was

responsible, while 41.3% said that a doctor was not responsible for their
addiction. Unexpectedly, younger patients attributed their addiction to doctors

more than older patients did; 63% of those 18-30 years of age attributed their
addiction to doctors4 while only 45% of those over 40 years did. We had
expected, because of the relatively widespread prescription of opiates by doctors

in the nineteenth century, that older patients .would cite' doctors more than
younger patients, but this was not the case.

Reasons' for the present addiction of patients (at the time of their addiction)
/34y- were incorporated on the second revision,of the face sheet, and were asked of

488 patients. The answers ti 9st often cited were "habit," venereal disease,

4.1\I..
rheumatism, and respiratory conditions. One in five patients (21.9%) attributed

J.>
present addiction to,,1"the habit," with 1 in 10 attributing venereal disease
(12.9%); rheumatism (11.0%), 'or respiratory conditions (9.7%). The remaining
answers %were spread over a wide range of other diseases and conditions from

cancer tip "female troubles." Again age seemed to figure in these responses.
/ . Younger patients tended to cite "habit" and venereal discasesore than oldjr

patients. Perhaps the incidence of venereal disease was more prevalent among tie
v young: .

38
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Chronic Cases

The clinic4reated a number of patients with chronic and terminal illnesses. By
agreement v$ith local physicians, the clinic became responsible for all persons
taking opiates in Shreveport and Caddo Parish. Because of the continuing threats
of arrest by narcotics agents, many doctors were quite willing to give up the

.responsibility of prescribing narcotics to the clinic. Patients usually continued
treatment with the doctor, but went to the clinic for the needed opiate. This is
illustrated very well by the case record of Harvey Stacy, a 77-year-old resident of
Oil City, who had cancer of the tongue. The record contained a letter. from thp
family physician to Dr. Butler:

May 26,1921
Shreveport, Louisiana

Dear W. P. Butler,
I am referring to you Dr. Harvey Stacy, aged 77, who is suffering with an inoperable

cancer of the tongue, involving the floor of the mouth and both sides of his lower jaw.
He requires morphine daily to alleviate the constant pain, and his financial condition is
such that he cannot purchase it through a physician's prescription in the usual way.

I would respectfully recommend him to you as a worthy patient to put on the clinic,
for say 5 grains a day.

Respectfully,
J2 M. Ehlert, M.D.

Acta examination, the clinic considered the patient "tatcable'Lhe had
been addihed for 11/2 yearsand maintained the man on 5 'grains a day. There
were other similar cafes of long-term addicts who had chronic illneAes. The
following selections yield a good cross-section of Mese cases:

Thomas was a 24-year-old, white factory worker who had seen addicted for03 years.
He suffered from "chronic- gonorrheal arthritis And tuberculosis of the boric." This
diagnosis was ascertained by his family physician's certificate. He died 15 months after
he entered the clinic.

Mrs. Evans was a 21-year-old housewife who had become addicted at age 13 years
following an operation for gangrene. She was taking 3 grains a day. She died 4 months
after she enrolled at the clinic.

Everett ran the local pool hall for which he earned $30,a week. He became addicted 7
when both of his feet were amputated. He was 30 when he cape to the clinic, and had
been addicted f9r 9 years.

Tfiere was as well another group of chronically ill patients; these were patients
who had been using opiates only a short time.. In every case, they were persons
Who were suffering considerable pain, and the 'opiate was used to give them some
relief. .

,

Mrs,jonesswas a 71-year-old widow who'was receiving 1 grain of morphine a day for
cancer of elifliVC?fthis diagnosis was certified by Drs. Hendricks, Lloyd and Parsons.
from Highland Holpit"al) and was bed-ridden. Clinic doctors would visit her each week
and deliver her supply to her daughter.

39
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Rodney was "confined to his heCylth a severe case of pyothorax."4fie was 5'
weighed 75 lbs. when he, was refer edi to the clinic. He had been taking VI gr,

morphine for 3 months. He died in;1923'.

T. R. Williams was paralyzed the e waist ettown. HIL,1144 been addicted
/f two'

< . months and was taking 2 grains. Notation on tl,poreciirdzaid that he was "i le, a

very pitiful case." ,a. ,

,

and
in of

' Previous Treatment ,""

Trent and "cures' for addiction are not particularly Unique to ur

present era. Cold Turkey, as. .used by Synanon and other therapeutic
communities, was known as early as 1854. Substituting one dr, g fr another, 4
methadone is used, today, and gradual withdrawal of the seco, d drug was` firs}

written about in 1880. Terry and Pellens in their ,classic ISook The Opiuni
Problem list numerous treatment procedures that irtclude hypnosis; substitution

of such drugs as belladonna, hyoscene, and cocoa; gradual,__and abrupt
withdrawal; and combinations of substitution and withdrawal. All of these
methods are what we now call detoxification treatment. " ure," and that broad,

./. t,
euphemistic term kehabilitation," are words that sit° be used cautiously ask .

;)
regards addiction. At preseht, there are no. effective, "cures." Drug free 'i

rehabilitation programs are effective with . only I very small percentage of.

addicts, and methadone maintenance is a substitution of one opiates for another.

Shreveport patients reported 4 broad experience with drug treatment. Nearly
half (45.7%) of all the 762 patients reportY ed Firiicipating in some treatment,

4.
and More than a ,quarter (26.6%)_ had been in treatment two or more' times'
Fourteen (1.8%) pAents reported undergoing treatment seven,o1 m,ore times,
and a 46-year-old, white -cola worker who had been addicted 21 years reported

4. . tiling treatztTelit 24 'times. Ailother patient, a 36-year-old nurse, said shehad ,

been in sieibuent 18 times. . _ . ,-.

)

patientA's'expected, the longer a patient was addicted, th% more likely he would go'
to treatment. Only15% of 47 patients who Wad been adctgtediess than a year '

, reported having gone to treatment, while 56% of those addicted more than 10
years said that they had been treated previously. Such-treatmentusually took
placein a hospital and outside of Louisiana. Ft. WOrth, Texasi"kansas City,
Missouri, and Memphis, Tennessee, were the.sites of many or these treatments.
Nearly all of these treatments had failed As "cures," since all"who came to the

Shreveport clinic eventually had become' readdicteri after 'previous treatment.
Ther; were some r "successes"; softe patients were abl ,to abstain (one,

stenographer did hot use opiates for five years after her rust : re"), but half
(52.1%) said that they litid not been "cured." This seems eoimply hat dig did '

not finish detoxificaiion. Some a 'etcoofied, but -feturned to opiates because
-,-_./ of-rechrrentillnesses (14.0%) or new illnessed5.2%J. .:,

---__ '-..-
i .. '
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Criminality

Present-day addicts in the United States by virtue of Federal, state, and local
laws-against illegal possession and sales of opiates and paraphernalia to use them,
are criminal. Some, but not all, also commit criminal acts to get money to
support their opiate habits. Few Shieveport addicts were criminal. As a regular
precaution, most of the addicts were fingerprinted. routinely. Persons of
high status in Shreveport were often not fingerprinted. The businessman why
owned the largest dry goods store' in town was not fingerprinted, nor was the
mother or the Commissioner of the Shreveport Department of Safety
(Commissioner of Police). These fingerprints were sent to the Shreveport pollee,
Leavenworth, Kansas, and New York State to determine the criminal records of
the patients. At that time, there was no central FBI fingerprint identification
file, and the largest filei were in Leavenworth and New York State. According to
Dr. Butler, 14 patients left the Clinic and Shreveport after fingerprints were
taken; these patients never returned, and the inquiries returned sayinithat they
had criminal records.

There are on lord self-reports-by patients of criminality. On the ,second
revision of the face sheet, patients were asked if they had an arrest or court-
record.'Of the 489 persons answering this question, 7 out of 10 (70.1%)
reported no police or arrest record; a quarter (26.0%) did report such recOrds..
The majority of these self-reports were for minor crimes such as drunkenness,
gambling, etc. Several did report serious crimes suck a' s robbery or burglary; one
man said he had been arrested for suspicion of murder but was exonerated 'of
that charge,

According to Dr. Butler, the clinic did not want "bums': or "loafers," and
admission to the clinicfCvas often refused to persons suspeciteof-being
Such persons were usually forced to Jealtotown, which seems today a rather
convenient and high-handed way to akvOichhe problem of addict crime. It also
was a convenient way io pass on trouble to the nextown, and in this cli-Tof at-worm
least some "civil liberties," it is not a recommended method. We do, however,
have perhapi-curr-ent counterpasrts to running people out of town. The new laws
(1973) pissed by the New York State legislature that specify ntandatory.life
sentences for sale and possession of narcotics Could drive many of New York's
addicts to New jeriey or surrounding states. One can expect that the next step
will be for New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut to pass similarly harsh
laws to avoid being considered havens for addicts.

Clinic staff also took precautions with cocaine users. Cocaine at that time was
'considered to be an extremely dangerous drug. We say at that time because,
while the drug is illegal in most countries today,, it is not considered dangerous
by users. On the contrary, it is today a drug of high prestige, used by the
wealthy and considered far less dangerous than opiates (especially as regards

4
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physical withdrawal) or amphetamines, Cocaine is today the driig of 'the
"jet-set." ' ; '-

The clinic staff asked patients, in the second revisionof the cover sheet, if t. ;

they used cocaine. Of the 480 persons asked this °question, only 14.2% said they
_ ./ /'t

had ever used cocaine, and many were careful to say that it had been months or
/

years ago. One might, given the extreme onus attached to the drug at the time,
expect that patients held back or were lys candid with the clinic staff about

cocaine use.

The Southern Rural Addict

One of the continuingefforts of both researchers and clinicians in the field of

addiction has been the search for some method to type addicts. Most often these

efforts have been ifound psychological characteristics or functions of either
individuals or the actions of the drug. These efforts have not been very
successful; clinicians find most typeof little use, and the addicts rarely fit the

types. .

Addicts have been des: ted at one time or another addictive personalities,

..e,.. escapists, double failures, sociopaths, and' psychopaths; but the truth about
present-day addicts is that they tend to elude all of the labels attached to them.

This is most apparent in recent ethnographic investigations that study the addict

in his own environment. On the street, in his own community, the addict

appears to be quite different from that come out of jails, mental
hospitals, or treatment programs. Patrick Hughes, in a study of a Chicago

..\...

i
, "copping area" found no particular psychopathology among addicts (Hughes et

..:
,- ,

al. 1971). Edward Prebble and John Casey found that-addicts on a New York
v.
..., street were not necessarily passive, withdrawn, or escapIsts as they have been

described by researchers in institutions (Prebble and Casey 1969).-Michael Agar,

\:: \ 1 in an ethnographic study of Lexington -Hospital:found that treatment staff

c' would resort to their own white middle-class values or a priori theories in

\`
dealings with addicts, and that addicts' own experiences did not necessarily fit

\ \:`.1' . these value systems or theories (Apr 1973). ' .

, ,;.. 1k -we are to truly understand and treat the behaviors of addicts, perhaps
x

1, -

..
s..% .

;
another approach is necessary7one that does not set the addict apart from the

,
-... , N non-addict or societY. in society, there are most certainly 'working typologies of

people\-Itypologies that categorize people according to wealth, social class,

4.: -..,, vz occupatiops, urban-rural, and geography. Poor people have different experiences

V., i. ..4from the rich; different class groups hltre different cultures; musicians are quite

C 1. \ different, kczm attorneys; West rners and Southerners. are :different from each
(..AQ\lier =Id ctilm Northerners.Pe ple knOw and lig the typologies. Addicts may

V , , z \ ,. . . s;
,:-.....ktirtonstrge.,supdar differences. Rich addicts knot tiiially go to jail; different

, ', ;- , ..:

_ ____ ____1.__),
.
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classes use different drugs; large-scale drug dealers have different statuses from
the run-of-the-mill hustlers-just to name some of the most obviousdifferences.

Geographic differences are another consideration as a typology. John Ball, in
an article in The Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science in
1965, was one of the first to notice the differences between Northern, big-city
addicts and Southern, small-town addicts at Lexington Hospital. Very briefly,
the Southern small town addicts were usually older, used doctors as a source for
legal drugs, and used morphine. Northern, big-city addicts were younger
minority members, went to illegal sources for their drugs, and used heroin. Our
data supports Ball's "Southern type," and suggests that the model is at least 50
years old.

Another comparison supports the idea of geographic types. This is the
coNarison with data presented by S. Dana Hubbard describing the patients of

COMPARISONS OF DATA, NEW YORK CITY AND SHREVEPORT CLINICS.

New York City Clinic Shreveport Clinic
Total Number Percent Totil Number Percent*

Sex
, Male 5,882 . 78.8 582 76.4

Female 1,582 21.2 176 23.1
Ethnicity

White 6,429 86.2 694 91.5
Black 1,035 13.8 37 iw 4.9
Other - 2 0.3

Age

15-30 years 5:103 68.5 299 39.2
31-40 years,, 1,921 25.7 261 34.2
4r and over 440 5.8 172 22.6

Stated Causes of A ddictiiiv
Illness 1,994 26.7 562 74.1
Non-Medical 5,470 73.3 65 8.5

Length of Addiction
Under 1 year
1-5 years

. 272
2,796

3.6,

37.4
51

288
6.7

37.8
6-10 years 2,838 38.0 207 27.2
11-15 years 1,103 .14.8 96 12.6
16 and'Over 461 6. 87 11.4

'Sums may not equal 100% because "no answer' and "data unavailable" codes have been
excluded from the tables.
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the New York City clinic which was operatini;:ii;aiia'tety.the same time
as the Shreveport clinic). Dr. Hubbard, in an 'article plibgifecl in*Afonthly,
Bulletin of the Department of Health, City of New York in 1;920, presented data

on the 7,464 patients who came to the clinic. This ,data is.-,:piesente? here to

facilitate the comparisons. R

Differences between patients of .the two clinics are -stsatnatic. New York

;' patients were a good deal younger; more thanhree-quarters (78.2%) wde under
30 years, of age, while only 39.2% of the Shreveport clinic patients were that age.
Breaking- the-.numbers down further, we find that more than'equarigs"(27.8%)

N,ew York patients were .under 19 years of age, while only 1.3% of the ;; zr

Shreveport patients were under 20 years. New York addicts obviously started er

their drug use much earlier than ShrevepOrt
Differences in self-reports on the gaiiiei:,-of initial addiction are equally

dramaiic. ,Shreveport addicts cited medical iea§ons for their addiction (74.1%),
while New York addicts were largely,:addictedtor non-medical reasons (73.3%)

with most citing associations. - .
Another difference, between the.'Clinics was the type of drugs used by

patients. While the Hubbard report of the New York clinic did not mention or
discuss the drugs used, an earlier report written' by Royal S. Copeland which

appeared in Americ'euq,ledicine 41,920) did. 'Dr. Copeland'sVstudy was not,'
however, of.a,11 the New York patients, but of the first 3,262 (or roughly half) of

the total number whd attended the clinic during its eleven months Of operation.

Comparing the two clinics, Shrevepoet addicts were predominantly morphine

- users (98.4%), 'while New York addicts were largely heroin users (66.5%). New
York patients were also inclined to use Combinations of drugsmore than a
tenth (11.9%) said they were multiple drug users, while legs than one percent

(0.6%) of the Shreveport patients reported combinations of drugs.

COMPARISON OF DRUGS OF CHOICE. YORK CITY AND

SHREVEPORT CLINICS '41-

N York Cit.), Clinic Shreveport Clinic
Tot I-Number Percent* Total Number Percent*

Drugs.of Choice
t Morphine

Heroin. ;

Cocaine
Combinations of Drugs

. .
Other

Total;

690
2,178

v- 388
,,

21.1
66.5

0.2
11.9

-,

746
4'--"..---

_ ,
5

5

18.4
170.5

0.6
0.6

3,262 760

. *Sums may not equal 100%because of rounding.
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The pattecti of heroin use by New York addicts appears to have been'a
relatively recent phenomenon at the time. According toia.-little known'study
conducted by W. A. Bloceliqn (appearing in a 1917 U.Sylifutyl Medical Bulletin)
of addicts admitted to a Bellevue Hospital drug program du6tig the-period
1905°1916 the use of heroin appeared suddenly to a;Ccelerate diifing_and after

;1914; while the use of morphine and cocaine declined. Up to 1910 there werc.--_-
heroin_ addicts amog admissions, but during the years 1911-191.3, there -

sudden-.appearance of heroin addicts. In -1910 there appeared one eroin
with a slow but. gradu4'increase to 3 in 1911, 9,in -1912, and 21!n
Suddenly,zhe numbers jumped in 1914 to 146, which -was a quadter(25.6%) of
the 582 addicts admitted that year. Just two years later, in 1916,'"themajority
were heroin users (81.5%). We expect that the first introductiOn pflieroin was
illegal and smuggled into the United States, but as it got araand addicts began to
request it from doctors. Heroin is more powerful and euphoric than morphine
and New York addicts quickly learned this. Soon the majority were heroin users;
by 1920 two out of every three addicts attending,the New York clinic used ,

heroin (66.5%) while only one in five used morphine (21.1%).
Hefoin use did not, however, t'pread as quickly outside of New York,. Dr.

.Pearce Bailey, a well known Army neuropsycliiatrist who tfeated:.%mititary
addicts during World War I writing for the magazine The New Republic in 1916,
Made the following observation:

The heroin habit is essentially a matter of city life, as hi rural communities it does
not exist as it does in New York. For example, the records of the State Hospital at
Trenton, New Jersey, which recruits from a rural community, shoX of the drug

-addicts who have gone there since the ussage of the Hariiion la(v, riot one has been a
taker of heroin and not one has acquired the habit through social usage 1 Bailey-1.416j,"

Clearly; the geographic: typology New York urban as distinct from rwal (which'
later- became icnoWii` as the Norihern urban versus Southern small town) are very
distinct and wev.e established nearly 60 years ago. Data from the Shreveport and
New York linics support this.

War Veterans Patients
`..

Both the Civil and Spanish-American Wars saw relatively large numbers of
addicted veterans returning home. Army doctors in lio'th wars used morphine
extensively in treating war injury, and many of the injured becami addicted.
Indeed, the large numbers of addicts in the UnitedStates.during the nineteenth
century are often attributed to the Civil War. During the era of the clinics, it was
anticipated that World War I would also contribute large numbers of addicted

We'learned of both the Bailey and the.Bloedorn writings from David Musto through
Meme Clifford.
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veterans. These veterans would becoming home at an inopportune time doctors
would not be allowed to prescribe for themand it was expected that there

, would be some demonstration or protest on their part.
. .,

Such protests and ,demonstrations did not take place in S.hreveport. The
numbers of addicted veterans were very small; only 19 out of 76-2 patients were

war veterans, and of these 16 were from World War I. A quarter (4) of the 16

said they had been gassed in France and became addicted during treatment for

the resulting respiratory ailments. One attributed his.ackliction to "shell shock.'

Another was an invalid aftet suffering gunshot wounds. This 31-year-otd^vas
using 20 grains-a day when he came to the clinic and said he became addicted as

the result of chronic amoebic dysentery before he was wounded. The clinic #

considered him "incurable'rand maintained him on a steady dose of 12 grains a

day. Two of the 16 responded very well to treatment. Both entered the
treatment within 5 days of their arrival at the clinic and were discharged as

successful "cures."
No special attention was given _to)reterans, as all patients but the obvious

crimina were treated well. However,, special concern for the veteran's benefit is

illusta by the fact that two we're allowed to transfer from the clinics in New
* ,

Orleans and Alexandria to Shreveport. One of these was a Spanish War veteran

who was considered incurablr-atid- was maintained without being expected to

take mire. He was_ one of two Spanish-American veterans. The Single Civil War

'veteran was the 82-year-old confederate soldier described earlier.

-World War I veterans constituted only 2% ofthe clinic'long-terin patients.

lf,'as it has been said, one of the reasons that the clinics were opened was in

anticipation of addicted veterans, then there were clearly not enough veteran

addicts in Shreveport to justify a clinic. This might have been a contributing

reason for the change in national policy to close the clinic's: Veteran idearNid
- not show up as expected, but there were certainly enough non- veterans to-

justifyjustify keeping the clinics open.
_ .

, ":
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METHODS
OF
T19/6,11\/1 ENT

When doCtors in Shreveport were threatened with possible indictment for

treating addicts, they became understandablgun-shy. Addicts iill the public

stereotype were lumped together as "dope fiends;" and while doctoii themselves
might have subscribed to the same stereotypes, theykalso kneVO that there were

addicts who did7not fit society's image of them. Some addicts %%fere rich and

powerfal; some were seriously ill, elderly, and infirm, who were taking morphine

because it gave them some relief from constant suffering. Very clearly, it was not
for the stereotypical addict, the dope fiend, that the clinic was established,

According to Dr. Butler, the clinic was established "as a temporary stopgap to
treat the aged and infirm." "Narcotics shy" doctors who did not know what to.
do with their rich patients, their chronically ill or elderly addicts, felt that the

'clinic could handle these patients for them, and so it did.
Maintenance was 'only one of the clinic's objectives, and not necessarily the

primary one. The dispensary treated a wide range of illnesses. Addicts came to

the clinic with much more than their addiction; many suffered from rheumatism

and arthritis, respiratory conclititins, and.venereal diseases. The clinic felt that it

was unrealistic to attempt a detoxification while an addict was ill, so the first

thing given a new patientwas a complete physical examination. The examination

ikwas made not,o ly to 'establish the patient's addiction, but to determine his or'
,

her general health.\ .
.

If, during the cOurse of the examination; the patient was found to be ill, the

patient was treatecifor the'illness before anything else was expected of him. The

dispensary was partilarly sensitive to venereal diseases. After its first month of

operation, it was both a narcotics and venereal disease (cuEhemistically called a

"social disease") clinic. Wasserman tests were taken routinely; approximately

two out of every five addicts (404) were also treated for' venereal diseases. Bpt

417
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- this WasOrtly part of the treatment offered. The clinic had use of the facilities of
":tw' o hosPitals that treated a wide range of conditiOns.

The .rpajorit",y .of-patients fell into this sategorypersons who were ill as well
as 'adcketed. After treatment for. the illness, the patient was prepared for
ditoxikation this preparation usually consisted of some gradual reduction in
his oc.' fiei morphine dosage. After reaching a certain dosage, the patient was
placed in an isolated det6xification ward. All patients, unless chronically ill or
very, old, were expected' to undergo detoxification, and 'considerable pressure
was exerted on the patient in that direction. If, after a specified time, a patient
reasied, he was dropped from the clinic. This usually meant that 'tie had to leave
T o'w-ic':because he could and would be arrested by the clinic's inspectors; it was
still9 an .offetise to be:an- addict. Addicts who attended the clinic and took
treatment were tolerated; addicts who did not were not tolerated.
"! There wawsecona ciass Of patients-observable from the records of. the clinic.

-tir7iir. were the "healthy" addicts, i.e., persons suffering only from their
addiction. This gtio9 f,as.. expected to undergo detoxification immediately.
There were numerous records containing notations that treatment was started
-either immecliktely-or three or four days after the person entered the clink.
these wei'6'offerihe ydungest patients, Who had been addicted for only a short
time Many resemPlecl,°present-day addicts in that they had become addicted
through their assciciation with other users or addicts, rather than'as,a result of
some illness or disedst.:Addictio,n without some physical basiswas most cases
considered eminently.,trCatable, and-the clinic staff thought such pe sons had a
good prognosis..This,is, a far different attitude than is generally held today.
Today, addicts who use drugs, for non-medical reasons are stigmatized as
mentally ill or immoral, and their prognosis is negative to say the least. 4

The third and last)group of patients were persons considered "incurable."-These were either persons who suffered some chronic illness, or who had keert
using opiates for. long-periods().5, -20, or even 30 years) and were not expected
to undergo successful de:toxifieation. This negative prognosis was established
after -at least two physicians )(sometimes three) had made independent
examinations. Often. patients came to the clinic with.certificates from their own
private physicians: In such instances, a second, examination was made to
corroboratkthe private physician's diagnosis. '

Once such a diagnosis was made, the patient was maintained on a regular
dosage, and there was no expectation that he should undergo ,treatment. This
wal' the only category of patients maintained indefinitely; all others were
expected to undergo treatment for _their addiction. Roughly a,third of,all the
patients were considered "incurable." Martywere invalids or were suffering from
terminal or incurableillitesses. Often the doctors of the clink would make house
calls, to these patients because they could not get to he clinic. As could be
xpected, many of these patients died while enrolled at the clinic; more -than

1 atients died during the history' of .(he clinic..
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It was these incurables who created the clinic's problems with the Federal

vernment. The Webb decilion specifically stated that:

4,dve mmitforder purporting to be a prescription issued to an addict or habitual user of narcotics,.
1Tot in 'tile course of professional treatment but for the purpose of providing the-user
with narcotics sufficient to keep hun comfortable by maintaining his customary use, is
not a prescription within the meaning or intent of the (Harrison] Act, and the person
filling such an order, acviell as the person issuing it, may be charged with violation of the

liw.

It was difficult to establish whether or not the maintenance Of those chronically

ill fell within thiS negative definition. of professional treatment kit was not
maintaining a customary dosage). Strictly, speaking, the patients were 'being kept

comfortable by maintenance of a customary dosage, but they were also being

given morAine to relieve their pain and suffering.. The: latter had been a
common medical practice and remains so today. Doctors considered it part of

proTessional treatment, but it was !difficult at that time to determine just haw \
the Federal Narcotics Division would interpret the practice. The definition, or

rather the lack of definition, put doctors in a quandary about 'whether to/treat
such patients. The clinic got. doctors off the hook but Put itself in the same kind

,
of jeopardy.

Controls 4
-

Very earlysin the clinic's. history. it wp realized that there had Co be strict
accounting for dispensing and certain controls on the addicts attending. Dr.
Butler was and is a meticulous man, so he,was aware that the clinic was going to

have to keep detailed records of the drugs dispensed. Two procedures were

developed, one for persons coming. to the clinic regularly and another ,for

patients who had to somehow be treated specially. For the first, a registry was

set up. Each day the patient' came tothe Clinic, his d5sage and the money he
paid were recorded with his signature witnessed by the dispenser.

For special cases, i.e., persons whonmert ill or bedridden:a special form was

devised that was numbered serially. Theseforms werex,like the registry, strictly

controlled; each form served as a receipt for the'crote, payment, and person

receiving he drug. These records were keprdiligently-anreviewed periodically

by local officials, narcotics agents, and various inspection committees.

Throughout the history of the clinic, these records were never faOted or

questioned through various reviews, some 6f which were very inten'Se and

critical. - '-

Shreveport was not an exception. More th-aii once Dr. Butler has said that
Not unlike today, addicts 1920,s were-,subject' to control.

"vagabonds and loafes,s.",we.re not- tolerated,- but this is probably extreme.

Patients %fere watched closely...._/, two -inspectors: John Hudson and Teddy
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Voight. Their primary coneerns.were that patients had a regular address, worked,
did not sell their drug supplies or get in trouble with the police. Persons who did
riot corgi)," were not allOwed to attend the clinic. Addresses of patients who
were not already known by the clinic staff were checked by the inspectors

,regularly,; so were jobsAut the inspectors were careful not to jeopardize 'the
patient's relationship with his employerthis was stressed by clinic officials and
apparently worked, judging from the variety. of professionals whO were patients.

The inspectors' jobs were not, however, simply to control the patients. In
fact, a good deal of their work was to assist them. Both men were well known in
town and assisted a number of patients to obtain jobs, housing, and other
necessities. Dr. Butler,. was pleasantly surprised q li iith the sympat of John
Hudson who, as well as being his inspector, was also on the police forc'e.

Captain Hudson (the title waslonorific as is often the custom in the South)
was perhaps the character on the staff. He seems to have played his policeman's
role with considerable flourish and style. He was knoWn as being fearless and
'somewhat 'ferocious when it.came to offenders. Before joining the clinic staff, he
had been instrumental in capturing a well known bank robber from Oklahoma in
a dramatic shoot-out in 04 City, one of the boom towns just north of
Shreveport. Sidney Howard, in his article for Hearst's International (June 1923),
descrilied him firsthand as being colorful:

He would lend pi.Crsonality to any city hall. Longer ago than most men remember, aMexican made a swipe ai him with. one of thcise curved Greaser knives. The blade slipped
1 neatly between his ribs and amputated a considerable segment of Captain John's heart. It

never phased him. It only . added to his gencrA prestige and reputation for the
remarkable. Right now, today, he can still increase that reputation and prestige by
swimming an icy river in pursuit of a fugitive who has stolen the only boat.

Unofficially, Hudson- was Shreveport's narcotics agent. He knew all the
addict-patients, and was quick to spot any unusual dealings among them. He held
a tight rein oh patients suspected> of breaking the clinic rules. The other side of
his nature was startling to Dr. Butler; Hudson could also be gentle and sensitive

`when the situation called for it.
Another method of control used was fingerprinting. During the first year, the

clinic attracted a large number of ersons from outside Shreveport, and many
;,'wera suspected of beingb criminal r having criminal records. Fingerprints were
taken to control this Troup (this s discussed earlier). After the first batch of
p % nits were made 14 persons dro ed out or the clinic and left town. Wiren the
reports were ret rued, all we're known to the authorities, and some were wanted ,

on warrants. Fingerprinting was continued routinely after that.4

t

.Morphine Mairitenarice

The clinic was open four days a weekw(Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday) fedm 8:30 to 10:00 in the morning and 4:30 to $1:00 in the evening.
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, There was, however, a certain flexibility about the operation. Patients with good

reasons could come other times, and bedridden patients were visited by the

clinic staff.
There were no efforts to supervise injections. Addicts were given their

supplies of morphine in solution, labeled with the amount and the cost, and

expected to take it on their own. Most patients knew very well how best to use

the drug, but a few who had difficulty were gives some instructions. Patients,

according toThr. Butler, managed their supplies quite well. Clinic staff were fair
but firm. Once a dosage was established, there was little negotiation between

patients and staff. Escalating tolerance waynot a particular problem; after a few
weeks, patients would remain at a stabli dose called a "drug balance." If the

addict Was not making some preparation for detoxification, he was kept at the

same dosage. Patients were not expected to reduce their dosage unless they were
preparing themselves for detoxification. Incurables were kept on the same
dosage for long periods with little fluctuation. There was little relationship

between the length of addiction and the size of dose. Often, it was the young,
short-term addict who used the most drugs.

Patients did not show any obvious signs of sedation or euphoria at the clinic.

Like other non-addicts, some were active and lively while others were rather

lethargic. While it was true that many experienced severe illnesses, most patients'
attitudes were cheerful and hopeful. For a short while during the first year, a
group of patients formed a patient group tliat met regularly to dislluss their
common problems. This group was instrumental in bringing a numbkof illegal,
peddlers to the attention of the investigators. They were obviously Making an

effort to police the town and keep their good thing going.
Clinic staff did not notice any particular negative effects with the use of

morphine. On the contrary, morphine was Considered to be rather benign in its

effects on users, unlike the myriad misunderstandings which surround the issue

Oflothate effects today.

Detoxification, called treatment or "cure" by the staff, was begun by the

clinic in September 1919, five months after the clinic was opened. It is not clear

how this treatment began, but we expect that it was suggested by Dr. Dowling.

Dr. Dowling served on the AMA and American PuhliC Health Association, drug

committees, and was probably aware of the treatment policies 'being forced on
the AMA by the Federal Narcotics Bureau. During the summer of 1919, the
Federal Buieau of Narcotics declared that addiction was curable and that it
should beaone in hospitals and not outpatient clinics. This policy was 'part of
the recommendations of the AMA drug committee and was eventually accepted

as AMA policy (Kramer 1973). Dr. Dowling was, at that time, in close contact
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with the clinic and with Dr. Butler, so one would expect that he would relay
infoimation on such drug policies. 0

This treatment was undertaken first at the Charity Hospital, a state hospital
in Shreveport, and then in a separate "hospital* `rented by the clinic in 1921.
The move out of the Charity. Hospital to the separate facility resulted from the
suggestion of the State 13oard of Health to establish a separate hospital to treat
addicts in the February 1921 meeting that closed the Alexandria and New
Orleans clinics. It was obviously a survival tactic, both to satisfy, requirements of
the state and to get'out of the state hospital. Dr. Dow 14 had jurisdiction over
the state hospital.

The techniques used by Dr. Butler and his staff worked very- well, The
specific method was not particularly unique. Dosages were redUced initially in
the clinic; and when patients 'went to the hospital, they were given substit'ute
drugs (usually oral opiates with various sedatives of the day) which were reduced
over a four- or five-day .regimen. This was a common treatment method of the
da)i, and not particularly different from present-day detoxification procedures.
Today, doctors use methadone (a synthetic opiate) in combination with other
tranquilizers and sedatives, and reduce the dose over a four- to seven -day period.

The unique feature of the treatment was the confidence a- ndtraining of the
staff. A strict isolation and control procedure was Jestablished which worked
quite effectively. Patients were searched thoroughly before entering treatment,
and no visitors were allowed during the stay. >Attendants were present in the
hospital 24 hours a day to protect security of the procedures.

Upon entering treatment, each patient had to sign an agreement that if he
could not endure the withdrawal in the hospital, the staffcouldplace him in jail
for a period during the dose reduction. This was done to assure a complete
withdrawal; in the event that the patient decided to change his mind. Actually,
the jail was used only rarely, but the threat of incarceration waS used regularly
to let the patient know the steadfast intent of the treatment staff.

Patients were ,expected to stay in treatment for at least two weeks, and
sometimes as long as a month. Detoxification took place within the first week.
The proced&e worked very well, and most patients.were successfully withdrawn
'by the fifth day, although most did not realize it so soon. Patients usually
expected that the 'processes would be more difficult and longer than they
actually' were. The remaider of the time was spent in convalescence. Some of
the poorer or Irnore disadvantaged patients were given an additional convalescent
I

period in the county work farr(actually a county ja This was a voluntary
arrangement, ,i)ith the patient being allowed to leave w enever he wanted to, but

isome.were encouraged to stay as long as they could.
A After detoxification, there was little in the way of follow-up. Patients were
required. to depolK1 S25 (in weekly installments) with the clinic patdr to
undergoing detqxification. This was returned to them upon release so that each

Cr\
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patient would leave treatment with some money oot patients oho were not

able to deposit S25 were given direct financial assistance). Once a patient left the

treatment facility, there were no formal arrangements to see: him or.her again.

Some patients came back to visit or wrote to the staff, bukthere were no formal

procedures to find out how patients adjusted.
Son4Patients were known to relapse, but it was Dr. Butler's impssion that

the majority did not do so while the clinic was operating:Several reasons are

given for this. Opiates were scarce; there was little, if any, black market while

the clinic operated (this is supported by newspaper investigations), apd there

were no other legal supplies. Very few relapsed patients returned to'the clinic. It

was, however, a knOwn policy that an addict could not come back unless -lie had

some physical reason (recurrent illness) for his relapse. Another reason giv8n was

that inspectors at,the clinic did not find any'obvious relapse cases in the town.

Shreveport was at the time a relatively small city, and the inspectors were
efficient. Relapsed patients would have had to leave town to avoid detection.

One could expect that some did just that.
Relapse is very much a part of the modern addiction process. Addicts now

tend to relapse at phenomenally high rates (O'Dontell 1965). Some of thiStis

obviously- intentional. Addicts often use detoxification as a service or a haven in

times of trouble rather than as it is usually intended by staff of treatment
programs. They seem to use treatment programs as part of a survival tactic; if

you will, part of an extensive repertoire of survival. Shreveporiacidicts, as
reported in the previous chapter, experienced a lot of treatment Tefore they

came to the clinic, and had done their share of relapsing. One cold expect that

many would also relapse after taking treatment at the clink. ,

We expect that perhaps the relapse rate for Shreveport addicts was higher

than Dr. Butler's impression. There is some evidence to support this. In February,

025,.tovo years after the clinic closed, Dr. Oscar Dowling with Federal agents

conducted a large investigation that resulted in the arrest of two peddlers, 13

addicts, seven doctors, and six druggists. Although it is riot known whether any

of these addicts attended the clinic, one could expect that some had. It would

also appear from the number of addicts arrested, that the addict population was

sizable (Shreveport Journal, March 3, 1925). By Shreveport standards, this was a

large number of arrestsfar more than was experienced i/r1919 before the clinic

opened.

FUNCTIONING OF THE CLINIC
Staff and Financing

- The clinic was essentially a part-time operation, and operated after the first

month as both a narcotic arid venereal disease clinic. State money was available

for the VD clinic, so the narcotics clinic rode on its financial coattails. The

were approximately 5 persOns, give or take two or three, who worked in the
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, .combined clinics. Dr. Butler supervised, and was assisted by Dr; Paul (who was
also the assistant coroner7. A third doctor, Dr.' Bbyce, was brought in
periodically to conduct physical examinations. The rest of the staff consisted of
a chief and assistant clerk, a pharmacist and dispenser, a superintendent nurse,
guards, attendants; and inspectors. The inspectors, Captain -John Hudscin' and
Teddy Voight, were' not paid by the clink, but were contributed by the city
government.

Morphine was bought by, the clinic for 2%-3% a grain and sold to die patients
for 6%. This was less-.4than both file pharmacists' (1005%) and the peddlers'
(5001) prices. There were no Other' fees or charges at the dispensary.
Detoxification at the Charity Hospital before March 1921 was free. After 1921,
when the clinic and treatment hospital were moved, there, were fees charged for
detoxification for those who could afford it.

State financial support for the clinic was indirect. There was money for the
9.VD clinic, which pale the salaries of most of the staff. file Police Jdry.of

Shreveport cthe city government) Contributed approximately S400 each month
both clinics. This, with are relatively small amount resulting from the sale of

morphine, was used to supplement or pay salaries. When the dispensary was
closed i jt 1923, the State 'Board of Health agreed to .pay S100 for ....

$0 detoxi d at the hospital'.
At o e time, agents of the Narcotics Division claimed that the director of th e

clinic was making money vff the clinic. This was one of many willd claims that8.4.
was easily disproved. After the clinic and treatment hospital were closede Dr. j,ff
Butler asked the Commissioner of the Shreveport Department of Accounts and
Cnance to make an accounting of his salary and expenses during the years the
clinic operated.

tBoth clinic and hospilial were Open a month and a half short of six years (the
clinic was open three years -a-n4 nine months), and 11r. Butler's toa

4
ltsalary was

.56,000, with ,S3,854 for expenSes. The results obtained by averaging these two., figures over the six years ar SLOP() salary and S642 expenses'per year. Even in
the 1920s, this was not very much money; in fact, one of the patients reported a
nfonitily income higher than the two yearly averages. N.

Clinic Hospital- tYears Salary Expenses. Salary Expenses
1 19 None. None i None '. None
1 20 None None 'None ' None
19 1 S1,350 , 1S460

t
None S 489

_ 1922 . 1,800 407 None.. 524
1923 150 NI/Jim

v
S 900 1,660

1924
4 1,350 314 p

1925 450--)"To'rals S3,300 S8.67 S2,700,,-- S2,987
Po . _
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COMMUNITY
SUPPORT

Dr. Butler's eleCted post, held for 48 years (twelve fo'ur-year terms) as Parish

Physician and Coroner was a particularly good base from which to run the clinic.

he position gave him rather broad powers to control the addicts who came to

his clinic. With a warrant, he could arrest any peddler.or addict who came to his

attention. Understate law, drunkenness' was an offense, and drunkenness

' included the use of narcotics. He used this power from time to time, but with
considerable diatetion. His experience with addicts in jail made him realizethat

incarceration did them little good, and he was inclined to be much more humane

in his dealings. Hit patients knew of his pOwers, however, and he occasionally

had a patient "arrested or run out of town" if he violated laws or rules of the

clinic.
The post also put him in close relationships with the local government, the

police, and the judiciary with Mayor Ford, Sheriff Hughes, Judge Jack, and

District Attorney Mecom. His principal office was in the County Court House,

and he saw many of the people who later supported him regularly, some almost

daily during the normal' course' of his work. Many he had known since
childhood, and they knew him always to be fair and honest with others. Dr.

Lucas, who has known him for over 50 years, said he was one of the most
respected men in town during the time the clinic was open. People in Shreveport

still think of him in those terms.
Among his peers, the physicians in town, he was held in the same high

esteem. He was always an active member of the Shreveport Medical Society and

held numerous offices, inclUding the presidency of the Society. He_owned and

ran a laboratory that many doctors_used regularly; lie saw them often

professionally
Support for the clinic was not by any means automatic. Shreveport had its

share of skeptics and prejudiced citizens. The dope fiend stereotype of the

addict was at it height; addicts were generally considered Second-class citizens

41-
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aiicisOmeeliow beneath 11a-60 consideration. Dr. Butler continually came up
against persons 'who held these images of addicts and believed Aat addicts did
not deserve help. One such person was the Shreveport Commissioner of Public
Safety, who was an early critic'of the clinic.yr. Butler. tells an interesting story
about this man: //

One day, I guess it\ was during the firstlfew months the dispensary_ was-open, I wastalking with the Commissioner of Oubl/Safety and .icoople of piotninent businessmenin town, and the Comniissiolfer st3rted to criticize my -clinic in front of the othergentlemen. He said that they wertzia no-good bunch and did not 'deserve any help ortreatment: He concluded his statements by saying that if he had his way, he would runthe whole lot Into the river. /
Well, I was bothered by this because he was criticizing me in front of these_othergentlemen. When the other men left, I as-ked the Commissioner if I could speak to him inprivate. We went-into ins office, and I asked him if he really meant what -he said aboutrunning all the paticyfts into the river.
He said-he did-{and so rtold- imp, "I'm going to violate the confidence of one.of mypatients now because I did not like wlfat you said in front of those other gentlemen. 1

want you ti -know that your motheris onsof those patients that you would like to driveinto the rixer.",/,- '

Thai realK took him back. His'n;Other was a 75-year-old lady who suffered terribly
from asthma. 'She had been addicted for'over 20 years, and her own son never knew it.We got to talking About her after that, and he said he never suspected it; He noticed thatshe bad been spending a.lot of money that iastebnple of years, Iiitche-never knew why.

. After that, there wasn't anything the Commissioner wouldn't do for our clinic. I took%him up on his offer of help. I got one of our investigators from him.

Dr. Butler did not consider himself a politician in-the usual sense of the term;
/he considered himself a physician' _and scientist first, and a politician because his

job required that he be elected. Ijispolitical life was unusually benign. Elections
for his office were usually un.cdraested by any serious candidate. As a matter of
course, he was-accepted as-being the best man for the job.

He recalls my one 4ple'as,.Int. pAtical-incident. This occurred in 1928 when
awell- known doctor in town, E)r. S , tried to get an old addict patient of

the- cllnic to -a" statement that Dr. Butler had readdicted him to morpliin
after the ,clinic closed. Dr.- S offered money to the man, and then

--threatend' to have him arrested for being an addict if he did net" sign the .411

statement. The doctor said he wanted to publicize the statement to discregh Dr.
'$utler before his re-election for Parish Physician.

The 'old, Iltient did nollig_nthcstatementrut i-vvemiogr713utler instead. 11--e___mold -'146- approach, and signed a statement;, with a witness,
describing it for Dr. Butler. A few days later, Dr: Butler met' Dr. on the
street and told him of the patient's visit. Dr. S did not deny it, but
claiMed (!that everything was fair in love, war or politics" (notarized stater-tient,
July 27, 1928)..
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CONCLUSION

f

I

Reading history, one is continually reminded that knowledge is mit'

particularly unique to our generation, era, or cenpry. Men 'seem tofsontinually

forget their own technology and culture, and attemptO'ver anclover to re-initnt

the wheel. This is particularly true of present-day knowledge of tlie'effeats of

opiates and treatment for addiction. Any:clOubtsiof this are easilytlis_pgred,ty

reading or re-reading Charles Terry's and Mildred Pellens' The Opium fiiloglem.

(1928). Published more than 45 years ago, it is lit4rally a compendium o,f4t'he
present 'knowledge of opiates, addiction,'-and-effective treatment: Anrnew
compendium would show only minor revisions or additions, John Bill, a
scrupulous researcher in his own right, wrote in the forprordato the new edition

that it was "remarkable, and somewhat surprising" that the work of Terry -and

Pellens is still so relevant.
More remarkable still is the fact that we do not utilize the knowledge, and

even repudiate it. For nearly forty years, the narcotics policies of the United

States, diligently supervised by the Federal Bureau'. of Narcotics, grossly
exaggerf.ted the effects of opiates, and denied the value of any' kind of drug
maintenance. Instead of using the knoWlecige we had about reasonably effective

treatment, we simply incarcerak or institutionalize' addicts. The results are

stagge,ringincreasing black markets, epidemic and criminalization of the

addict. .

The Shreveport 'experience illustrat'esthese wrongheaded policies very well.

The town was told, to tackle its drug problem, (to' control drug prescription and

treat addicts), did it well, and then was told itwas breaking the law and
"I could not continue. Dr. Butler and the.'staff of the clinic clevefo" ped workabl

treatment strategies to the satisfaction of addicts, local physicians, town
officials, the police, and visiting experts. Everyoneagreed that the clinic was run

well and contained the problem in Shreveporteveryone but the policymakers

of the Narcotics Division of,the:Prohibition Unit.
Unfortunately for Shreveport, its a' icts and hundreds of thousands more

over the next 40 years, the policy against aintenance and, outpatient treatment

x`43
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was made 'hisstily 'and arbitrarily. tslarcpt4s age stacked-the deck. .They, plantece.tyr own-iyug exp,etts'itt medical eomnii eesz urveyedthose favoring
that policies,' and., used ..the...:worif exa4le '' .clinic models (Musto 1973;
Kramer 1972): New Yolic State had the -worstsclinici in the nation, but no...-.

.--consideration virai, given to clinics that were run well and seemed to work. Once
the policy7Was.made, narcotics agents enforced it vigorously. They closed down
the good clinics with the bad, and ran roughshod over state, and local
governments. Doctors and officials who did not comply with their edicts were
threatened-with federal prosecution. Shreveport, in the end, but after a good
fight, had to give in to the pressure. --

Although Shreveport lost in the short run, they eventually were vindicated by
history. Opiate (methadone) maintenance in the same kind of outpatient clinic
Was begun.anew in 1966, and is now accep ed treatment for addicts. Presently

--there-are-approximately 40,000 addicts be' g treated in over 450 programs. The/vindication was very slow in coming. It to k us over 40 years to realize that jails
and hospitals could not do much for the a diet. Shreveport was, as Charles Terry
said, years ahead of its time (Musto 1973.175).

Another lesson to be learned fr m the Shreveport experience is that
morphine used in a close clinic settin is a relatively good maintenance drug.
From time to time in recent years, m rphine (and heroin) has been considered
half1heartedly as a maintenance drug. During 1971, the Vera Institute of Justice,)

a non-profit organization concerned with criminal justice issues, proposed a
heroin clinic fOr methadone dropOuts in-New York City. In collaboration with-.. .
d'octeitr from the Yale Medical School, they formulated a detailed plan that is
still being `considered. The proptisaLliCked the support of New York City's

',MayOr John .Lindsay., geroin 4.2.1aiintena,pee,"'unlil;e methadone, is very much-a.
- ' political iisn'e. in INtee'wy_Okke qty",.in-d :Otfettilit, Mayor Lindsay has chosen to,

- ._ . -., skirt. , - ', ..: - -. ' , ' VX '
0 e.

I

A

o
' . ' .

Among -drug expeits, 4/hi:) 'are;Usualfy very, Well "established,''-theie have been, , ,

. 'similar eactions. When" Dr. Joel Torts from , Fort Help . in San Francisco,,...,. .
suggisted at the Fourth National Conference on Methaclene Treatment (1972).a

.

limited clinical eneriment with heroin; there wasan uproar of"criticistry. Most of ..,this'came rioitl,persorns in methadone,progra ms-who
-
soniehow felt threatened by ...

: the:. idea. In itself,..the proposal was vet* modest and seemed to expect and.
.. predict failure. It was' made in the spirit of trying it just to Ahow:e4erycluq'th'it it

,..;,'1 'woufd not.vi4k. , -,, . . .

., t ' .

. .
. .

.4rbe last halfWaY serious effort in the U
'10

nited States' i4as,,Made by prs. Mal:ie .
. , Nyswarider. anI Vincent, , Dole' at ,Rockerellet ., Unietsitr. in .1965. ,They.

't rlaintained two addicts on ,Imorphine for three ;Necks, but gaye .up the ides. Dr:'' t
Nyswander 'described the experience in Natlieutoff's book about her, A Doctor
Among'the Addicts: ".'' .. , -

. .
I.

0../1145,

.
.

Well, we started the {Ravel addicts.Odmorphine, a quarter of a grain four times 3 day...
In 'three weeks. in ordAer 'to kCep,thencomfortAle; we,liad to gp up to eight shots a day .

. . ,-* .1 i '

0-.4.'.` .
9
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.,
of an.`incceased do e, a to of ten grains a day. Obviously, it was going to be
impractic4 to ,..vise a maintenat)ce ,program on morphine. Also, on morphine the
patients sere .reiyiered practicalli-iminabile. Much, df the time they sat passively, in
bathrobeQ in froin caffa televisiOn,secTliey didn't respond to any of the other activities
offered them. They jtAtsaz there waiting for the next shot ...11-lentoff 19681.

obviously the expe;trlent Wjasoo small and too short in duration.
.
Over time,

the addicts might have been stabilized, Some of the inactivity of the patients
could probably lie attributed.to the hospital setting. There was little expected of
them, and there is little one can really do in a hospital .that is not make-work or
contrived. I any event, Drs. Nyswander and Dole preferred the observed effects
of oral me ado , and went on to develop methadone maintenance. That, in
itself, was a or achievement.

Dr. Butler's experience at Shreveport was much larger and longerat least
760 patients over four years. Patients were not in a hospital, with the usual
restrictions of that kind of setting, but living in their own community. It was
also his experience that maintenance patients could be stabilized on a steady
dose when "drug balance" was reached'. This, naturally, varied from patient to
patient, but the average dose was 71/2 grains. Patients also worked and were, like
non-addicts of the town, relatively productive. The clinic expected them'to work
and support themselves, so they did. Lethargy or inactivity was not a particular
problem. There were more things to do than sit around waiting for their next
shot. In fact, there were very few problems with the use of morphine. The
program experienced no overdoses, and only a few complications from the
repeated injections.

The reasons for the success of the clinic probably resulted from attitudes of
the staff. They 'accepted the drug as necessary for some patients (not all; the
majority were expected to detoxify), but set certain limits on its use. Dosage
was limited, and patients were expected to live up to certain standardsto work
and stay out of trouble. Not surprisingly, the patients responded by being
reasonable.

.

This-argut Otp for morphine as a maintenance drug does not in any way
indicate oppOtion- to methadone. Quite the contrary, methadone has

proved to .'very good maintenance drug and a mainstay in any drug
treatment prograin, However, we do believe that since we'liave made one opiate
available for triaintenance, we might consider ethers as well. The time is past
when .everybne reacted hysterically to the. id'eaO1 giving opiates to addicts; we
have beei3 dOing just that on a la'rge scaler nearty:s4 years. Rather than limit
maintenance t one drug, we think it is time to bring iiiithe other opiates and try

. them" in new wa s..
4.The Shreveport experience supports the use of Morphine. And since so many

urban addicts prefer. heroin, it shoold.also bep:iiiiclered. If nothing else, they
could be ;offered, as the New York Vera p.rOjet t proposed, to addicts who have,
'not respond to methadone. Periliaps, morphine could be offered to 'addicts

fro use.:t4t.drug on the streets. There. are to r
be sure, large numbers of

...
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. ..= ,,i..morphine addicts still in the South: It might be used in several vyags1-by
injection, orally, or in combination with other opiates (as the British,rO).,It'
might' also serve to lure addicts into treatment programs. After, k Sentaio -

timex they could be transferred to methadone or helped to become eventually
drug free:

j,2-,..:
Self- injection -and the idea that drugs should be controlled and supervised

verylaictly are recurrent issues as regards morphine and heroin as maiu,teilai4,
drugs: Many "drug experts"_ believe that self-injection should be. Naiitell.
whenever possible. Some have claimed that most addiction is "nergelz:
addiction.'' Most certainly _there are needle addicts, but 'they are a ityminor :
among addicts. Most addicts manage repeated-injections quite well -on the street. .

Some gerinfectiO4-41 hepatitis, some have collapsed veins, but the majority - . ...
do' not. Both of "these; "needle addiction" and problems of injection, should he.`
handled, on an individual basis. If an addict has difficulty with injection, then liC.-
should beviten help. Since the majority of addicts manage quite well utha the
present Jillegal:maintenance) system, it, would be safe tqsay most would manage._
equally as'well under a legalAYstem. ,- , -'-'-'

The arganent'against needles and Injection is much too paternalistie...It is
.:---.-

similar to our attitudes toward welfare and the ways people spencilw,elfire
money. No one tells the retired army sergeant hovy ,to spend his' retirement
check, but the "welfare mother, is told how lo spend her meager checks. If a
welfare mother should want a;glass of beer or wine, why shouldn't she as well as
ilie,army sergeant .buy .it with the money she gets? drug programs should not
attempt to treat or control every aspecti, of an addict's life. Such an attitude is
unrealistic. Since most addicts are going to 'use- drugs anywaythevhave ,
'phenomenal survival powers in the face of all the obstacles put in.tlieir way-,-we
might reconcile our paternalis to let them use the drug as they willxDrug
programs can maintain contro without dictating precise. procedure of use..

Strict control is anot r- manifestation Of the same paternalis . The---Ve'ra
Heroin Maintenance Proj ct, Mentioned earlier, proposed that adclfett..viould.

It

receive every injection in the c4iri1c.. This plan seems unreasonatitinsi.;,,,,,',.'.....,,..unworkable. Programs cannot expecraddicts to stay at a clinic all day,,eyer
day, or to return every four or five hours, except under coercion. Ade 'in"a

--,.,come for a while but they willsOon drop out. Very few addicts would.$ta
that long for legal heroin. Most.have more to do than spend so much ett4e;
clinic. .._ ,.

The Shreveport clink gave most of the patients . two- and three-dayxu-3 p
and allbwed them to regulate their own use and injections. They gave--
patients some credit for intelligence and self-control, and the method:Wor
well. They did not expect to control every aspect of the patients' drug, use.a
yet they controlled the legal supplies and cut off the illegal supplies. .:'

4
,

Certain controls are perhaps a necessity.; We do not take the position of Dr.., ,.,,
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Vtf,Thomas Szasz, who says that in a free society we do not need Lontrol over
opiates. We obviously do not have a free society (despite altqur pi:oclamations);.'

1-
ederal, state, and local governments are continually regulating mote and nfore

aspects of life. If we had a free. society and were less emotiotial about:opiates,
_perhaps we would not need controls. Being irrational and einotionat about
opiates, we will undoubtedly have control. But controls should be reasonable

and workable. Very definitely .they ,shoula.be different -from our present
controls which are not workable. Addicts could' be given da'ily supplies or, as in_

the British sYstep, pick up their daily supplies at a pharmacy. There is bolind to

be some leakage, but,if the dosage is monitored closely, this could-be minimized.
Obviously, the largest,problem would be illegal supplies. Fifty-five years of

harsh laws and haphazard enforcement has had little effect upon illegal supplies.

Only during World War 11 when there were strict trade controls Was there any.

N drop in illegal supplies. The police would have to become much 'more efficient

than they are to cut these supplies. Illegal supplies in such cities as Nev' ,York

and Los Angeles cannot be controlled without special effOrts, and they Would

have to be different from those used today. During theyearithat she New York
City Health Department clinic operated (1919), it had little. if any effect upon

the illegal market. In,fact, it may have contributed to illegal supplies.

Small cities, out of direct illegal supply lines, would have more success. If the

illegal supplies are relatively small, it is Conceivable that legal drugs might drive

the price of illegal drugs down and make it less profitable to sell. Non-addicts

can still provide a aemand for illegaldrua, ut theslemarid from addiCts would

be cut. it seems unlikely thatlttgalSiipplies will ever, under any system short of

-,-_-_,-
rn

,....
..the .ostrictive conditions, be era'dicated. To-do that -Would require more

stringent 'i'forts than any reasonable civil liberties would allow. If weAseized and
. -

searched every passenger and-evety jtem a trade coming into the United Stated,

,we might eradicate the black m,arkei, but we would Also have little fieedorri.' ,

Realistically, probably can-n,eKrect to cut aliblack mallets; We could,
A -

\,\ *.,...:. , -,-,._ : -7-..,,,s-,
, ,

-,) however, cut some; -

TheAhrewOrt.2experielice demonstrates what could be, done under *a legal -...

maintenaZtOltstem very well black market drugs were practically nonexistent
,--.. ..,

white the clinic operated. llrcotIcs agents tried several times to secure Ilru`gs-
.. ,

--without success (Musto 1,973). What was done in Shreveport...could very well be a

.k`. -model for many small cities`in America/Obviously, such big cities as New York,

LOs Angeles, and Chicago, with larger illegal supplies, would haze to develdp
special programs and strategies. Illegal supplies are too wides-pread in such cities

to expect an opiate maintenance clinic_occlinics to undermine their operation
Small cifies with limited illegal supplies are another matter; illegal supplies would

be far-easier to control there. ,

t
.

The history of the Shreveport clinic,tells_us azreat deal about.the nature and

treatment of opiate addiction. The ShrevepOrt staff.found no particular innate
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-psyclioloOcal°,maradies in their addict-patients. Nor did they find any deleterious
effect& from maintaining addicts on large 'doses of morphine for long periods.
These' addicts were able to,live, work, and lead quite normal and productive lives
while being maintained. They were found ,to respond well to treatment when

, tegarded as responsible human beings, rather than irresponsible, disturbed
criminals as they often are Today. Now, clearly, there have been some changes in

_Ole nature of opiate addiction and addic6. But historical evidence inevitably
leads to the question, "Were laws and policie's:changed to fit addicts; or did
addicts change under the laws and policies?" From what we have learned in
Shreveport, and from what Terry, Pellens, and Musto have discovered about the
history of opiate 'addiction, we must conclude that the laws and policies are
more the cause than the effect.

In a 'more abstract sense, it seems that' the response of a community or
society to a social phenomenon such as addiction is not necessarily based on
sober assessments of that phenomenon, but instead on -emotional and irrational
perceptions of something almost unrelated.

Then, as nolv,tone is hard pressed to uncover any pattern oi-*reason in societal
decisions about behaviors it will tolerate and whith it will punish. Indeed, the
differences between the productive, citizen-addicts of Shreveport in the 1920s
and the maligned, criminal addicts of today appear to be a function of our
morali, laws, end treatments rather than of addicts themselves.

s'
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PUBLIC POLICY SERIES

(I) A Perspective on "Get Tough" Drug Laws
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(3) Heroin Epidemics: A Quantitative Study of Current Empirical Data
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(4) The Retail Price of Heroin: Estimation and Applications

This summary of research designed to develop estimates of heroin retail
prices in selected U.S. cities is applied to problems associated with illicit
narcotics use. Extensions of the analysis to other policy-related 'questions
including the effectiveness of law enforcement policies are discussed. ..*

(5) Employment and Addiction: Overview of lisues

New York City was the focal point for this investigation of addiction and
employment-related issues. It explores employers' methods of relating to drug
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users and treatment programs: relationships with employment groups. Recom-
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(1) Major Newspaper Coverage of Drug Issues
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Coming Soon

(2)' Police Chi fs Discuss Drug Abuse

The me who head police departments in, the nation's 27 largest cities talk
about their perceptions.of all aspects of the drag problem.

41.

(3) The Methodology of a Sociological Drug Study

A narration of personal experiences of a sociologist conducting a com-
munity drug study.

1%14) A Readers'Guide to the Drug Literature

A comprehensive survey of all major writings in drug bbuse, pointing out the
issues and general theoretical orientations affecting current policy.
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'(1) 'Accountability in Drug Education: A Model for Evaluation

Designed for use by educators, administeators-and researchers, this,manual
provides step-by-step explanations of program planning and assessment, keyed
to the reader's level of involvement...Arranged in ''workbook" fashion are,
sections discussing goal selection, and outcome ,measurement, including a .
compilation .of 'recommended knowledge, attitude and behavior scales. Other .
sections provide useful information on the.problems of test' administration,.
consiaeration's for scoring tests, and advice about using results t2 design more "

dreffective programs.

12) Drug Program Assessment: A Cs:immunity Guide

This study prepared for The Drug Abuse Council by the Urban Institut.e
describes how community leaders caw obtain systematic informatipn of local
drug programs' effectiveness, relating-this to the planning process. .

(3) Students Speak on Drugs: The High School Student Project

Nine student groups from across the country inVestigated illicit drug use in
their local areas. Their findings and recommendations are detailed in this
report. Problems encountered by the studefit researchers are also described.

BOOKS

Dealing with Drug Abuse: A Deport to the Ford Foundation

Published in 1972, by Praeger, Inc., this *account of the two year survey
project led to the formation of The Drug Abuse Council. Original findings,
conclusions and recommendations are included. Background papers discuss
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treatment modalities, drug .education, economics of heroin, drugs and their

effects, altered states of consciousness, Federal drug abuse expenditures and the

British drug control system:- Available at your local bookstore.

Federal Drug Abuse Programs . $

A report to the American Bar Assriciation and The Drtg Abuse Councili
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